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PADUCAH, KY. FIRDAY MORNING, NOVEMBER 1906 014. 23 NUMBER*?
WCREARY SAYS OFFICIAL EMCEED FOR
104 COUNT WILL BE NEEDED HIS SPARKLER
§IADISOII COUNTY MO GONE
TO LOUISVIWI FULL OF
FIGHT, -TO fNVESTIGATE,"
RE DECLARED, REPORT OF
BECKHAM VICTORY.
** TALI OF CONTEST
FRAUD ALLEGED
4 4 Senator , Charges That Published
Figures Do Not Coincide With Re-
turns.
8.—While the re-
turns indicate the noshinefion of Gov-
ernor J. C".- W. Beckham, friends and
masagers of Senator James B. Mc-
Creary have,..nat yet given up, and
insist that the oficial count will be
necessary to determine the party nom
?free for senator. They say that they
have evidence to prove that fraud
was committed in the primary, and
that manly of the returns given out
by Beckbanes managers are carded.
Senator McCreary arrived in Lou-
iredle Vet and is full of fight
e liar means given tip the
cs t, ggliferill not anti the official
count s tete& The senator said
be was bete o make an investigation,
and would remain here until the re-
turns bad been canvassed.
T'he information t have received
Indicates that it will require the of-
ficial count to determine the nominee
in the senatorial contest. Some of
the reports contained in the newspa-
pen are at variance with the official
returns For instance, the papers
credit me with a majority of only t,-
537 ln Madison county, my home,
while the official returns show a ma-
jority in. my favor of small, a differ-
ence of more than soo. Davies county
gave me a majority of t6o, while the
returns contained in the newspapers
give 00- opponent a majority of sixty.
'The Marne gives out are not ac-
curate, accorting to the reptarts I have
received. I ve heard from seventy-
eight comities directly, and I find
many, diserepatteita As I said he-
ft-et, I am here to make an investi-
gation The result witl be known in
a few days."
Windt May fi• Canteptod.
Senator McCreary would say noth-
ing about a probable contest in the
event that Beckham is awarded the
cert,ficate of nomination. Some of
his managers say, however, they have
proof of fraud in many counties, es-
pecially in the mountain section of
the state. In the mountain counties
Beckham swept everything by over-
wheiming majorities, his majority in
many instances exceeding the demo-
cratic vote in the presidential election
two years ago.
In spite of Abe chorges of fraud,
the Beckhagn managers are serenely
confident and ate claiming the noun-
nation of their candidatc by a major-
ity ranging from 4000 to 15,000. The
latter figure is the estimate made by
Veckham's chief lieutenant, Percy
Hely.
I" One of Beckham's managers said
lest night, however, that the returns
igilicate a bare majority of 3,000 for
Beckham, He said that there was no
necessity for making extravagant
cisitne He was satisfied that Beck-
ham was nominated, but had inform-
ation that indicated that the major-
..ty would be little in excess of 3,000.
Much .Depends on Count.
Much now depends on the official
count, which will be made by the
various county committees. It is true
ithat the returns indicate the nomina-
tion of Beckham by about 4,000 ma
joray, but if there is a discrepancy
averaging ao votes ti. county in
favor of McCreary and against Beck-
ham, then there is a bare postlibility
jot McCreary to win. If the returns
received are correct, fltdckham's
rantination is assured.
While Senator McCreary would not
discuss. the probability of a contest
in case the certificate of nomination
nag given to Beckham, one of the
&enator'e clown political friends told
a reporter last night that the fight
had only just begun.
I "We have every reason to believe
that fraud was resorted to in Chris-
Breckinridge, Johnson, Fayette
and other counties." said The infor-
mant. "We have proof in abundance,
ard we are determined to make the
guilty parties suffer We have re-
torts of some of the boldest steals
ever polled off any election. In
one or two stron McCreary cunties
there was an ma nate supply of
ballots, and as a result many voters
were disfranchised I don't say that
it was the intention of the members of
the printery committee to give us the
worst of its but we got it in one Itjr
two instances. .
SHIP REMAINS.
Body of Mr. Robert Hal Will Be Sent
to Fulton This Afterrsoon.
This afternoon the remains of Mr!
Robert Kell will be shipped to Ful-
ton for interment He died Tuesday
evening at sao Tennessee street after
an illness with pneumonia. Fulton is
the former borne of tbe young man
I Mr Max Wolf hm returned frnm
a Snutherrv drumming trip. •
• ANOTHER NEW DISTRICT OF
.1. STORM AND SANITARY SEWERS
CITY ENGINEER WASHINGTON AND SEWERAGE COM-
MITTEE OF LEGISLATIVE BOARDS DIRECTED TO EMPLOY
MR. ALVORD OF CHICAGO TO GET UP DETAILED PLANS
AND SPECIFICATIONS FOR A THIRD SEWER DISTRICT
THAT WILL BE LAID THIS WINTER IF THE WEATHER
WILL PERMIT.
Steps were, Askew last evening .by
;he aldermen looking towards another
new sanitary and storm sewerage dis-
trict. whi4 will be known at No. 3.
This is in addition to the district No.
1:igt. that is snow being laid, and whicn
J 
/ fli 
and 
cludee all that portion of the sity
between Ninth and Thirteenth street
Norton and Jones street, with ex-
-
Caption of Broadway. out which the
piping goes as far as Sixteenth from
Ninth street. This new district No. 3,
. OP will include all that section lying
tween Thirteenth street and the city
limits on the west. Adams an the
south, an&Trimble on the north. The
main outlet for this cfistriot No. 3,
will start,offTrimble street at about
Faxteenthe go over to Burnett, and
then on Burnett, then down Bur-
nett to the river. Burnett street is the
one most favorably considered as the'
ievetrue urider which the outlet" piping
w111 run.
Vsliben the city authoritiei some
weeks ago got Civil Engineer Alvord
of Chicago to draw the plans and
tepecilleatinne for the district No 2,
dot has been started at Eleventh and
Kentucky and also Eleventh and
Adams, the officials in additien got
the expert to draw off a rotigh sur-
face mia0 'for district No. 3.
Last night, id taking the step look-
ing tower& havflig No. 3 contrucherl
this winter and next spring, the elder-
•
men authorized City Engineer L
Washington and the sewer committee
of the legislative boards to employ
Alyord to get up the detail plans
and specifications for No.. 3 To do
this his men will have to run the
levels, get the different sweet and
subterreanean geodes and cum-piste
other preliminaries, before the Cul
plans will be firrished so contractors
can bid on the work.
Contractor Bridges got the work to
lay the mains for district No. 2 and
has large forces of men now engaged
at this task. As soon as Mr. Alvord
finishes the plans for No. 3, the con-
tractors will be asked to put in bids,
showing that they will perform the
work for. Marry proposals will h
received from different contract,"
over the country, like were gotten :n
when No. 2 was being awarded.
Engineer Washington, infortned the
aldermen last mght it w41 hardly
possible to get No. 3 completed rhis
winter on account of the vast amount
of work Mr. Alvord will have to do
hot the aldermen. inset -.nted Mr.
Washington and the committee tc
have the Chicago engineer #o get
up the plans and specifications. When
these are done it can then bele-
termitred whether it is advisable to
let the contract and proceed with the
improve/Trent this winter, or whether
It best be left over until next spring.
TRAVELING MAN, NAMED LAL-
LY CLAIMS ONE OF THE
WOME/0 GOT IT.
Mr. Bringhurgt of the Rock Shoe,
Storn Found Last Evening a.
Burglar Had Visited the Place.
A young traveling man named Lally
reported to the, police last night that
he was minus 11.2oo diamond stud,
and believes tit it was stolen front
him by one of several women he was
with at the time. He informed the
officers that about eleven o'clexla he
and two °thee men were in a room
with several women who have quar-
ters upon the second floor of a build-
ing down in the businete portion 'of
the city. Lally got to feuffling with
one of the women, and shortly there-
after he and his compamons left the
females in their room, the men pro-
ceeding to different places. About
this tine he noticed his fine stud
gone, and made a report of it to the
police depertrnent. Patrolmen Terrell
and Brennen were put to work on the
case, going to the room of the women
wed making a thorough searcn, out
failed to find anything of the nussin,i
stone. The females acknowledged to
the men being up Obese but die-
claimed any knowledge of the btOICD
article
Lally travels for the firm that
makes "Paracamph" and was with a
young fellow named Lewis and some
other man, when the alleged thef: oc-
curred
Store Burglarised.
Mr Edward Bringhurst of the
George Rock Shoe Company reported
to the police last night that after sup-
per he returned to his establishment
on Broadway, between Third and
Fourth street, and found the back
window up. His suspicions being
aroused. he made an investigation
and found about Ian stolen from the
cash drawer He has note gone over
* his stock yet, therefore does not
know y•betber or not as shoes were
Dien.
Mr. Bilniaburst is unchitided wheth-
er someone pushed up the back win-
dow and entebed, it having no catch
on it, or wfverber he locked the thief
up inside the building when he closed
last evening at 6 o'clock.
LADY DIED
FROM INJURIES
MRS. CORA COLE, NEAR HICK-
MAN, VICTIM OF RUN-
AWAY ACCIDENT.
Was Thrown from Buggy and Lay
for Hours on Ground Suf-
tering Intensely.
Hickman, Ky., Nov. &—Injured so
badly in a runaway that she could
not be removed to her home, Mrs.
Cora Cole, 72 years old, lay for ten
hours in a bed of grass on the road-
side surrounded by. faiends and physi-
cans. Death finally relieved her of
her terrible sufferings.
While driving -from town to her
home, which is four miles in the coun-
try, Mrs. Cole's horse became un-
manageable and ran away. 'The bug-
gy was soon torn to pieces, but she
held to the lines for more than a
mile. She finally loosened her hold.
When help reached Mrs. Cole it
was found that both arms were brok-
en in several places, her forehead
crushed end her neck torn and bruis-
ed Medical aid was summoned, but
it was seen at once that she could
test be saved. •
y-sicians at first decided to ampu-
tate her arm, but she was too old to
withstand the shock, and as her other
injuries were certain to prove fatal,
the plan was abandoned.
Though *tiering intensely, Mts.
Cole refused to allow opiates to be
administered to her, and was con-
scious to the last.
Two other members of Mrs. Cole's
family had been killed by runaawy
ho? sea.
—Mr. and-Mrs. A. Deoker of Clay
street have a boy baby.
—Mks. J. Liclnenstein is quite ill at
the home of her daughter, Mrs. Rosa
Loeb of Fifth and Jefferson.'
•
ALL CREDITORS
WU NOTICE
NOYEMBER igTH THEY MUST
APPEAR IN THE REHKOPF
CASE.
-
ma, CAUSE WHY STOCK
; SHOULD NOT BE SOLD
CREDITORS MUST ANSWER
ME DAY IN JOHN
BALLINGER CASE.
Mrs. H. C. Shafer and Eula Besfirs
Charged With Permitting Hogs
to li.t„un at Large
Yeillerila) morning on Trustee
Ceeilaleed of the E. Rehkopf Sad-
dlery',Company bankruptcy case fil-
ing hill petition asking for authority
to sett the $42,0oo worth of uncon-
tested property and stock, Referee E.
W. Begby of the bankrupt court. is-
sued aa ois_r directing the creditors
to apelkar November 19th, and show
cause, :why the trustee shall not be
given permission to sell the goods.
If no legal cause can be offered to
the referee, he will confer this au-
thority upon Trustee Reed, who will
immediately dispose of -the stock and
ccnvert same into cash for distribu-
tion among the creditors.
Soma of the creditors have claims
that are giving precedence over oth-
ers, therefore these preferred accounts
come in for their full share before any
others are allowed. Then comes in
those with liens, and after these and
th priority ones are pad off, the
remainder of the money is distribut-
ed among the general creditors.
Already about texis000 worth et
claims have been pet in, while more
are comisg. It will Vies' bably be
sometime December tstigfe
any di atilsted. Vfiten the
company made iti assignment some
'leeks, since sta schedule of liabilities
shoed
counts, but
before the.
.$03,000 worth of ac
are not included
t referee, as they
are only ok accounts.
- 
Ballinger Case.
Yesterday Referee Bagby issued an
order ditteting the John isallinger
creditors -ko appear the moth instant
and show if they have any cause why
the trustee should not be permitted
to sell the stock of general merchan-
dise, which- is at Gilbertsville where
Ballinger did business before going
into bankruptcy Cecil Reed is the
trustee and wants to dispose of this
stock also.
Hogs At Large.
Mrs. H C. Shafer and Eula Byers
vrere arrested yesterday at the in-
stance of Frank Wilcox, the farmer
of the Mr..Olivet church section of
the county. ' He claimed ,the two oth-
ers permitted their hogs to run at
large on t$e public highway. The
swine got into Wilcox's place and did
some damage. Deputy' Sheriff Clark
Fortson seried the warrant upon the
simian, and they will be gtven a trial
tomorrow afternoon at T :30 o'clock
before Justine Charles 
_Emery
Game Killing Carets
Yesterday Justice Charles Emery
fined Chad. Barber js and costs
fcr killing tabbits several Sundays
ago ? Out in the woods in violation of
the laws which prohibit this. Bar-
ber was in rompany with Henry
Rottgering, f Rowlandtown, who
was also fine% $5.
The warrant charging, George
(Shorty) Ovtrstreet with shooting
quail out of seasen was continued
until Monday, while qarfie4d Tap-
scott was dismissed He shot three
quail, but showed to the court he did
so in order to get a teripting dish for
a sick lady.
Neily Griffio and Luther Dawson,
colored, were caught yesterday morn-
ng in Arcadia with shotguns and rab-
bite in their 'Possession. Game War-
den 'Moore arrested the two, who
will be. tried, this morning by Jus-
tice Emery.
Snit Por Dead Stock.
Mr. Lucien Durrett, the stock deal-
er, returned last evening from De-
caturville, Tenn., where he went as
a witness in a damage suit which was
continued until the next term of court
Some man shipped a car load of
cattle from Decaturville to St. .Louis
over the N. C & St. L. railroad. Four
of the cattle died in the car, out of
ch they had to be taken when the
WON ELECTION; MIAMI
KILLED A MAN MAJORITY
JUDGE GEORGE K. FAVORT, OF HAS DEFEATED M'CREARY
BATON ROUGE, CONGRESS- FOR SENATORIAL NOMINA
_
?MOTS DOWN DR. R. H.
ALDRICH IN BANK
PHYSICIAN WAS A LEADING
POLITICIAN OF THE STATE
OF LOUISIANA
Private Quarrel Was • the Canoe Al-
signed for the Killing—Com-
munity is Shocked.
Baton Rouge, La., Nov. 8.—The
whole state was *hocked this evening
when Judge George K. Favort, elected
to congress Tuesday from the sixth
Louisiana district to succeed Colonel
S. M. Robertson, seniur democratic
member of the last house, shot and
ainiust instantly killed Dr. R. H. Al-
drich, one of the leading politicians
of Raton Rouge. Dr. Aldrich lived
but a few moments after the shot was
fued and unconscious from the
f:rst •hot.
No statement has been given out
as to the causes of the crime, but it
is known that Judge Favort and Dr.
Aldrich hay been on bad terms. Two
women member of the Favort family
had just come down the street a mo-
ment before the fatal shot. Judge Fay-
rot refused to make a statement
when seen at the jail after the trag-
edy.
Private Quarrel The Cause.
A private quarrel was the cause as-
signed. The killing came as an elec-
tric shock to the capital city. Judge
Favrot had come down Third street
and crossed over to Louisiana State
bank building. In front of the bedd-
ing were sorne.of his pirsonal friends
—Wade Bynum, merit of Baton
Rouge; Cashier of the Louisiana
State Rank Hubert, Ni Wax, who was
elected district attorney on the same
ticket with Judge Parrot; T. Jones'
Cross, one of the prominent attorneys
of the city and thrifty Scofield.
Entering the building, three shots
came in quick succession. Judge Par-
rot walked from the building with a
smoking pistol in his hand. His
friends rushed over and asked him
what was the matter. Rh reply was
that he had killed Dr Aldrich for suf-
ficient reasons.
Parrot Surrenders Himself.
District Attorney Wax then went
into the building and saw Dr. Aldrich
lying in the corridor at the elevator
shaft with his face downward.
Judge Parrot went across the street
into the Louisiana Rank building. He
was there only for a second, when
he started for the parish jail to sur-
render himself to the sheriff. Several
of his friends accompanied him.
The tragedy occurred opposite the
Istrounia hotel, where the leading so-
ciety women of the city were hold-
ing a reception. Some of them were
coming from the hotel just as the
shots were fired. The news spread
fast and an immense crowd quickly
gathered in front of the Raymond
building.
The wife of Dr. Aldrich drove up to
the building in a cab, but the physic-
ians who were attending tile body es-
corted her back to the carriage. A
coroner's jury was secared with
much difficulty, as everAine was a
friend of either Favrot or Aldrich.
BALLOTS STOLE.I4 FROM
PRINTIN1 OFFICE
Lexington, Tenn, Nov. —On the
night before the election some mis-
creant prized open a window and en-
tered the office of tit .„Lexington
Progress. where were a. Jed and con
ceated the official ballots for this
county. The editor, Hon. W. V.
Barry, on entel'ing the office the next
morning, discovered that soo ballots
for the Sardis Precinct bad been
stolen. That number had to be
promptly printed and !tarried to the
polling place. There Is no clue as to
the thief, nor is it understood why
he should attempt such deviltry when
re amount of stolen tickets could
have possibly been used in the elec-
tion.
train reached this city. Mr. Durrett
removed them for the road. The own-
er of the cattle is now sang the rail-
road on account of the stock dying.
and Mr. Durrett was a witness for the
N. C. & St. L.
COL. JOHN K. HENDRICK
CARRIED EVERY DISTRICT
HAGER WINS THE NOMINA-
TION FOR GOVERNOR
BY $30,000.
Gullio'n and Newman Also Appear to
Have Safe Majorities—Returns
Not Yet Complete.
Louisville, Ky.„„Nov. S.—Practically
cotimlete sertirns from all parts oi the
state in the &nil Icratic primary qt
last Tuesday show that the majority
of ,Gov. Beckham, for United States
Senator, instead of being a little over
4.000 is in -reality over 6,000, wh:le
the majority of Auditor Hager for
governs*, is over 30,000.
For attorney general, the race is
overwhelmingly in favor of John K.
Headrick, who has secured the nomi-
nation over ',Mord Carter by ever
22,000 The contest for Superimend-
eat of public schools is close, but on
the returns received, Gullion has a
majority of over 2000, nd the few
missing returns probably increase
his vote.
Newman appears to Jive the :Ace
for Commissioner of Agriculture won
by something over 2,000, and it is
hardly likely that Crenshava will be
able to cataf him, as most of the
missing prefeincts are in that part of
the state which Newman would nec-
essarily carry.
In the senatorial contest. Governor
Beckham carried the First, r-i-4
Fount.' 1411nth and Eleventh Stleiris
IfOrewty tuortled the Seemed. Ptak
Sixth, Seventh and Eletsth.
Auditor Rarer, in bit race for go r"
error, eon in the First Second Third,
Fourth. Seventh, Eeighth.- Ninth,
Tenth and Eleventh, Attorney Gen-
eral Hays carrying only the Fifth end
&nth.
For Atternes- General J K. Hea-
drick carried every ifi:tr'et in the
stare
E A. Gullion, candidate for super-
intendent, won in the Fifth, Sixth,
Seventh, Eighth, Tenth and Eleventh,
Winfrey carried the lower end oc the
state and the Ninth.
Oiesorhaw was .fbe winner in the
lower part of the state in the contest
for agriculture consmisaioner, carry-
ing" the First, Second, Third, and
Fifth thetricts. while Newman tools
the remainder.
DEMOCRATS WIN NEW STATE
Republicans Lone Heavily Because
They Stood for Prohibition.
Guthrie. Ok., Nov. 8.—According to
the latest official count in the election
of constitutional delegates the dem-
ocrats will have at least ninety-eight
representatives in the convention out
of the possible '112, forty-nine from
each territory. There is room even
for an increase in this lead over the
opposition. Republicans are assured
of only ten delegatss, five from Oft-
lahcma and five from Indian territory.
Republican leaders attribute the land-
slide to prohibition, which as an in-
tegral part of the constitution many
republican candidate were pledged to
support.
IN COLORADO.
Republican Pluralities Seem to Range
Between Tvloo to whom
Denver, Col, Nov. 8.—So extensive
was the scratching that no county in
Colorado had made a complete return
of its vote twenty-four hours after
the polls closed and one-third of the
counties had made no returns what-
ever. Sufficient returns have been
received, however, to make certain
the election of the entire republican
state ticket and of -sixty to seventy
of the Too members of the legislature.
Oa revised returns pluralities in Den-
ver appear to be about mimeo and in
the state two° to zaceno.
Man Lena Hedges at sal South
Sixth won the handsome kitchen cabi-
net given away at the big opening of
F. N. Gardner's furniture house
Wednesday. tier number was 38102.
—Yesterday at the county cemetery
there was buried the remains of
Robert Hall, aged 25 years, who died
of pneumonia at 220 Tennessee street
e.
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PROPOSITIO
CUBS' OFFER FOR LUMLEY
PLACES HIS VALUE CLOSE
TO $a5,00o.
n *he Ques-
eting.
ty Medical
eting Tuesday
f Dr's Stewart
ount of it being
any of the phy-
endatice, and therc
mite done regarding
ranee companies wanting
m $5 to $3 the fee paid tht
Rgulbach, Hof man, Slagle and s by the companies for snaking Shielding of Guilty by Comrades
physical examinations of the partiesBonus Tendered :or Brook- Leads to Action—Punishment is
applying for policies. At the nextlyn Piayer. Lesson to Officers.
session the doctors will dispose of
the matter. They are banding closely
to fight any reduction.Chicago, Nos. 8.—One of the inest Unpresendented in the history of the
TWO BULLETS IN BRAIN. 
army of the United states is the actiontooling °fie. s ever made in has s-
ball came to light today, when it was of the presi,deest. ust anntionced, ;f1
learned that the Chicago National dismissing in disgrace from the army
I eag-ue club has offered the Brook- Iowa 
Girl Shows Remarkable Vitality
—Finally Succumbs. 
an entire battalion of negro troops
because of their failure to discloselyn management Reulbach, Hofman, 
Slagle and a $7000 bonus in exchange Muscatine, la., No. 8.—After liv- the identity 
of some of their number
mg for five weeks with two bullet murder. As an evidence, hovers er,s 
eho had ben guilty of violence andfor Harry Lumley of the Superbas.
imbedded in her brain, 16-year-oldThis offer was made Octeber 27 and
the Brooklyn managenont re: ised HBessie olsten, who was shot by her 
of his intention to be fair to the ne-
:t Saturday. father, is dead and the coroner's jury Cr.)• troops the 
president has accorre
The proposition puts such fa.nous found a verdict charging the pareat 
pawed this action by an order that
. with murder and recommending that 
may amount to the court martial of apropositions as the Clarkson-K elly 
heal way in the shade, and 9uch 011- he be held to the grand jurY. He white army offic
er of high grade who
has been in jail ever since the shoot-
ing.
The girl died without knowing that
her father had shot her, nor did she
know he was in jail. Her last words
e ere an inquiry for "papa."
The case of Bessie Holsten has
been one of the most remarkable
medical arinaN and has attracted much
attention from the profession. Two
bullets were imbedded in the girls'
brain, one of which severed the optic
nerve, rendering het totally blind.
Yet she recovered consciousness three
clays after the tragedy and since
conversed and acted in a perfectly ra-
tienal manner and has suffered no in-
c invernence from her wounds be-
yond the los; of her vision.
By al' the rules of medicine the
girl should have been dead long ago
but she obstinately refused to die, and
up to within a few hours of her final
taking off had been conscious and
perfectly rational.
The cause of the shooting was the
refusal of Bessie to accompany her
father to Indiana, where he wished to
live with another "dausilter. The
of them. Out in the field he is like 
shooting took place on a public street
a
a cistern, and he can play any of the 
early in the evening. The an at-
tempted to take his own le, but in-
three gardens. right preferred. dieted only, a trivial wound.
The surprising part of it all, how-
ever, is why 'Brooklyn refused the
cffer. These three men would fit in
nicely for next year, and would great-
ly strengthen the team. Of course, the
loss of a man like Lumley would be
a blow ,but Renlbach would make the
pitching staff look powerful; Hofman
would fit in nicely at second base, and
Slagle would play the vacant field po
sition in shipshape manner. Artd the
$eocio would ccnne in nicely in the per-
chase of one or two more crack play.
OUST FHE
NEGRO TROOPS
PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT DIS-
MISSES BATTALION BE-
CAUSE OF RIOT.
titer incidents a. Share nn Sey-
ra el- for $loomo per ta New Ycok
are not to be trentioned in the -amc
breath It really puts Lumley's val-
ue up between Posies° and $zn000, the
west expensive ball player of history.
Lumley's batting average is .324. He
made seventy-two runs and 157 hits.
Reuhlbach is one of the greatest
pitchers in the National league. Hof-
man is perhaps the best utility man
in the same organization, and Slagle
is a crackerjack of a fielder. Reul-
bach led the Cubs in pitching honors
and Hofman showed his usefulness
this season through and in the post-
season series with the Sox. And Sla-
gle can get on first base when prac-
tically everybody else fails. Certain-
ly a splendid trio And then $7000 to
boot!
The man desired, Lumley, is un-
questionably one of the grandest play-
ers of the day. But it is in batting
that he excels. His name has become
famous as a slugger and the num-
ber of home runs, triples and doubles
he has made is remarkable. Although
a short, stocky man he is fast on his
feet and can steal bases with the best
*TIE
4
Freaks in Nature.
When she is in a freakish mood na-
ture seems to revel in making human
beings who defy her most cherished
traditions and are a constant mystery
to their fellow creotures. Such a
man is Herr Schwartz. "the armor-
plated man." who is such a puzzle
to the dostors of *Europe. Herr
Schwartz ha; been for some years
undergoing en ossification of the
whole of -hie body, and is rapidly de-
veloping into the hardness and im-
Tenability of a statue. His back has
'become quite rigid, the muscles stand-
ing nut hard and immovaable; in fact.
he seems to be enveloped in a kind
ci! armor platine, corsisting of sur-
face bone as hard as stone He is no
longer able to move his jaws, and is
compelled to take food in fa liquia
form through a tube, some of his
teeth having 'been removed for the
purpose. And yet, .strange to say,
this osseous man enjoys excellent
'health, and not-long ago was married
to a charming -L-nitn7, Tic-T.1H woman.
In curious contrast to this indite-
oted man is Herr Stahl, whose bones
arc so brittle that he can scarcely
isove-eriihout fracturing one of Them.
.By simply stepping on a pavement
he has broken a leg more than once;
hearty handshake has broken his
ere and a slap on dhe back not long
ego laid him up for weeks witlra frac-
tured shoultko. Herr Stahl has ortly
enrebered teenty-four years, yet he
catents two fractures ior every year
he has lived; in fact, as he says, the
only safe place for him is in a glass,
case.
Capt. Vetrie an American, is a
"freak- of another order, for he can
melte a hearty meal off poisons which
would provide work fer quite a nurfi-
her of undertakers, if others were to
Isartake of it. Not long ago, in Ber-
lin, 'he sat down to a dinner which
consisted of a plate of verdigris, a
liberal portion of ultramarine, end a
"compote" of sulphur and borax. fcel-
towed by a dessert of white sulphur.
'West edibles were washed down with l
a solution of strychnine and a bot-
tle of patent rat killer, made of pow-
dered glass, arsenic and atrophine.
This meal he devoured with evident
eejoyment to the amarement of gov-
ernment officials and doctors who
leolced on, and who, to a man, de-
cfined the captain's invitation to join
in his repast.
Snerois is the parent of many a
reng, OAIFT3
John Murphy of Ottawa, Ill., Shoots
When He Is Refused Money
for Whisky.
Ottawa, Ill.. Nov. a—Crazed by
drink and by the remonstrances of his
soter. Mrs. Mary Fancher, John Mm'
phy. aged fifty-five, killed his sister
rnd ended his own life by shooting,
at the Fancher residence this after-
noon. Mrs. Fancier was forty-three
years old.
Involved in the quarrel which pre
ceded the tragedy was the division of
a considerallie sum of money from
au estate in +which the two were feint
ly interested. The slain woman was
endeavoring to restrain her brother
phone 416
. was charged with having cast slurs
'upon the negro soldiers.
1 "Washington, Nov. 6.—Thc o sort
oi an investigation made by Brigadier
General E. A. Garlington, inspector
general of the army, relative to the
riotous disturbance that occurred at
Brownsville, Tex., on the night of
August 13, teo6, and that reselted in
the death of one and the wounding
of another citizen of that city has
been considered and acted upon by
thc president. Following are 'his in-
structions with regard to the matter:
—White House, Washington, Nov.
5. i6.—The Secretary of War. I
have read through Gen. Garlington's
report dated October 22 submitted by
yo ts I direct that the recommenda-
tion of Gen. Garlington be complied
with and that at the same time the
concluding portion of his report be
pebl'shed with our sanction as giving
the reasons for that action.
"THEODORE ROOSEVELT."'
Following is the concluding portion
cif Gen. Garlington's report, which
embodies thc recommendations that
by direction of the president will be
carried into effect immediately by
the war department:
"I recommend that orders be
sued as soon as practicable discharg-
For Dr. Pendley, tele-'panics 
without honor every man in corn-
 B. C and D of the Twenty-
fifth infantry, serving at Fort Brown,
• F,
Tex., on the night of August 13, too6,
and forever debarring them from en-
Ilsting in the army or navy of the
United States as well as from el:s-
killet:3S HIS OWN LIFE plciyment in any co il capacity under
—
the protection of health and for the
the government. In making this etc- prevention of tainting the air with
ommendation I recognize the fact dust." The penalty for infraction of
that a number of men who have no this ordinance ts a fine of $7•50-
knowledge a; to the identity of the The cheenisig serenary of the eigh.
men of the Twenty-fifth infantry._ who tyenrcnnd Near uf tbe American San-
actually fired the shots on the night
cf the 13th of August, tem& will in-
car this extreme penalty.
"It has been established by careeid
investigation beyond reasofeible doubt
that the firing into the I, ',lees of the
citizens of Brownsville while the in-
hvbitants thereof we pursuing their
peaceful vocations or -'eeping and by
which one citizen was killed and the
chief of police so serifito!y wounded
that he Toast an tern was done by en-
listed men of the Twenty-fifth inhina
try belonging to the battalion sta-
from squandering his portion. Mtn- ioned at Fort Brown. Aft --c flue op-
like had attempted to bey whisky on 
,c rtunity and notice the enlisted men
credit, promising payment as soon as
he °Stained his portion of the estate.
but the liquor was refused.
Going to the Faucher home, he de-
marded money, but his sister declined
to furnish him with funds. This led
tc a quarrel, during which Murphy
drew a revolver and fired one shot
at the woman, the bullet taking effect
in the throat and causing almost in-
stant death.
Murphy ,then turned the revolver
on simself and fired a bullet into his
Ne died a short time after-
wards. I
KILLS SISTER, THEN
Mrs. Peary Believes Her Husband Is
Certain to Make Another Effort.
New York Nov. 8. -Mre Robert E.
Peary, wife of the a- 'ti' explorer, is
sure that her husband will make an-
other try to find the pole, according
to a Portland (Me.) dispatch to Cie
World. Mrs. Peary has juin returned
to Portland and is waiting word froin
Commander Peery where she is to
join him.
"I hope and sincerely believe that
my husband has not given up die
fight to reach the North Pole, and
when he goes again I shall go with
him as far as I can," Mrs. Pears is
quoted as saying. "If he can get with-
in 200 mile's of the goal I am sure
that he is not going to give up. and
I know he will be able to win out it
he tries again"
ELECTROCUTED ON
TELEGRAPH POLE
- —
Harry Lyons, a New Albany Fireman,
Killed While Repairing Fire
Alarm Wires.
New Albany, Ind.. Nov. ft—Harry
looms, one of the oldest members
sf else New Albany fire department,
suss electrocuted about 8 o'clock this
morning by coming in contact with
a live electric wire at Rear Market
and Galf street. His body was
suspended across the wire for
several minutes, and he sailed for
help before he became unconscious.
Death ensued before assistance ar-
ived and the body had been lowered
.o the ground, Lyons was employed
as electrician for the firer department,
and this morning trouble ever a
crossed wire eels reported at Rear
Market and Galt streets, one of the
wires of the fire alarm system hay-
come into contact with one of
the heavily charged wires of the Unit-
ed Gas and Electric company.
PROGRESS AND R.:FORM.
TAYLOR MAN "DIES"
AS -FORFEITURE
Jon esbo
manes of
reed throu
. Tenn., Nov. 8.—The
Christmas -Boyd were car
Main street on a litter to
the cemet1 ry ; .n the east end of town
yesterday morning at io a. ni. Ed
was the lc iniest man hi Washington
county lot''Alf Taylor and was so
confident if his election that he made
a wager that he was to die and be
buried as . a forfeiture, if Brownlow
was elected. Taylor's defeat by an
overwhelming majority causd Ed to
"die' outright. and this morning
promptly at to o'clock the pallbearers
headed by et brass band and a large
crowd of mourners, proceeded to per-
form the Funeral obsequies over his
remains. Ed leaves all his property
to the lost cause.
The average man knows so little
about what he is voting for that it
makes him crazy mad if h has to ex-,
pioln is—New York Press.
Some years ago, when advocates of
a coarse meal diet were much ,in
earnest, a Boston boarding house
mixed sawdust in its pudding to aid
digestion. A boarder, when asked
how he Ii,lced the place. answerell:
"They g;ve ;us fine board there,"
Members of the new Ii use of com-
mons have started a pr. er meeting.
It is held on Tuesday . fernoons in
one of the committee rcs ae.
Seattle has adopted th. unique cus-
tom of public inaugural is of munici-
pal officials. Citizens crowded the
Grand opera house to ee the new
mayor sworn in and t• hear his ad-
dress. Sunday closing f : saloons was
one of the Issue; of hi- election, and
lawlessness began to e.icreafie before
hc took office.
The town council in Nordhausen,
in Prussian Saxony, ha-' issued an or-
dinance prohibiting women from al-
1 .wing the trains of0 iir dresses to
cirag in the streets as a 'measure for
c:ay School twits,, whose field is es-
pecially the nee'esteil communities,
tells of 2641 Ss-nifty schools opened
by its nits- 'ones, oe.o88 children
a te1 parents h-ought in, 25,703 St
mor • and addresses delivered, and.
be-' of all. it 344 professed conver-
sion. as a rssult of the varied and on-
ptotant work.
In Georga mach practical work is
 done by the clots women of the, state.
Three model schools are supported
by them, and they also employ an
art craft uorkei Who travels among
the mountain people to teach them
tits art of producine salable work.
of the . Twenty-fifth infantry have The prevalerice. too, of the library
failed to tell all that it is reasonable r:nvement is due to Georgia club wo-
to believe they know concerning the
shooting.
"If they had done so, if they had
been willing to relate all the circum-
stances preliminary to the trouble, It
le extremely probable that a clew suf-
ficiently definite would have been dis-
closed. They appeared to stand to-
eetlser SI detertnination to resist
the detection of the guilty, therefore
they should stand together when the
penalty falls.
"A forceful lesson should be given
to the army at large, and especially
to the noncommissioned officers, that
their duty does not cease upon the
drill ground with the calling of the
company rolls, making check inspec-
twns_and other duty of formal char-
acter, but that their responsibilities
of office accompany them everywhere
fano at all times; that it is their *duty
to become thoroughly acquainted with
ti e individual members of their re-
spective units, to know their charac-
teristics, to be able at all times to
gauge their temper, in order to dis-
cever the beginning of discontent, of
mittinoto intentions and to anticipate
any organized act of disorder:, that
they must notify their officers at once
of any such conditions. • Moreover,
the. people of the United-States, wher-
ever they live, must feel assured that
the men wearing the uniform of the
army are their protectors and not
midnight assassins or riotous disturb-
ers of the peace of the community
re which they may be stationed."
"Gentlemen," said the professor,
'dee is one of the most dangerous
eNperiments known to science. The
sEghtes: mishap and the experiment-
er will be blown In atoms. I will
now step into the next room while
my asesisteot performs the experi-
ment." 
. • ..
men, and it is rare i-deed to find a
rural school in the iate which has
not access to some circulating or
traveling library.
In less than live years the Utah
Gospel Mission Won i -es have visit-
ed about &soma fameles, containing
over 3oo.000. in a region about 55o by
2.5o mles in extent, and have hell
nearly 66 gospel meeting., with an
average attendance of ninety—tntal
ever 50.000. Over 5,000,000 pages of
special literature have also been care-
fully used. Of the 414 places visited
thus far over 300 weee without any
Christian work, many of them from
ten to fifty miles from such a service.
A movement which is now gaining
leadway among the directors of theo-
egical schools is to discontinue the
ndiscriminate aid is hich has here-
cfore been given to theological oil-
dents. The directors of McCormick
Theological seminary have begun re-
vering that specific work should be
lone for whatever help is rendered,
nil now DT. Moore, president of the
inton Theological seminary at Rich-
mond, Va., is agitating along the
same line. In Dr. Moore's opinion the
decline in the number of candidates
for the ministry is due in part to
the pecuniary aid which *has been or-
:erect without condition.
Hix: I don't believe half our rich
men know when they ar well off.
Dix: Where did you get that idea?
Hix: At the court house. I was
()own there this morning looking over
he tax lists.
"What! Wed my daughter, sir?"
he cried. "Why, she's my only child"
The youngsterr would not be de-
n;ed, however—he just smiled.
"Oh. thstee all right," he said, tin-
nted; "eypn, see, sir, one Was all I
. i
BY SIDNI'Y ALUM.
"Miss Jane is In the garden," Mad
the maid.
She was quite right. Jane was not
only in the garden, physically, but was
also entirely aesorued in it, mentally,
At all events, it ass not until I had
ventured on my third salutation Chat
she condescended to become conscious
of my presence.
"I wonder you are not aAamed of
yourself!" she began encouragingly.
"It sometimes surprises me," t ad.
mItted.
Jane glared. She has a particularly
demoralizing glare.
-It is a good thing you are able to
see what cause there is for it," she
said.
"Ah!" said I. "Shows there's not so
much the matter with me, at:er &it"
"After all 'what"
"Well, of course there have NM
Ussea"--1 grew renactiv•—"That Hen
lay affair, for instance. It was, per
hips, hardly fair to the girt--"
Jane was upon me at Once.
"What girl" she demanded.
"Oh, nothing. I beg your pardon.
Thinking aloud, you know. Bad habit
Must break myself of ft."
Jane did not follow my lead. My at-
tempt to create a diversion was a fail-
▪ "• I hate man who think they know
everything," she observed, sniffing at a
marguerite abstractedly, and looking
at nothing in•partlealar.
agreed. "So do I. Most objection
able animals"
"It ass= to me that the very things
they thick they know are the things,
that anybody who doss know meld tall
them they don't know."
I rested my bead on my hand for •
moment or two
"Olvs It up," I said finally.
Jane was really quite angry. Her
check. were flushed like wild rose
petals. She looked so entirely kissable
I hyl difficulty in restraining ninon
but concluded that It would not be
eats_
Besides we had broken our engage-
stout the day befo.a.
"What do you mean!" she de-
.11111d.d."Sorry! Thought it was a riddle.
you know." I smiled at Jane vacu-
ousl)'.
Jane stamped her foot. She was
wearing very dainty shoe*, I noticed.
"No one CALI call me unreasonable,"
she began.
'1 wouldn't advise them to" said I.
"But," Jane continued, taking no no.
tlee of my remark. "in this instance I
consider your conduct outrageous."
Here she threw out her arms in s
manner too greeeful to be believed us
less seen, and apparenUy appealed to
L. the visible universe—Including two
rooks and a tortoise-shell cat—for sup
port
"Upon my word. I don't know visa
yea mean." I began. whin a Red
dawned upon me. "Unless you hap-
'Seed to see the These yesterday
I felt nervous
' I did see the Times" said Jain
sueltls wet"! casabltley wan dignity ofe.  wide!
It occurs to me that it Is astonishing
bow dignified she can look tor so small
a person.
"But you always have the Tale'
graph." I objected feebly.
"Mr. Timmins, who lives at 'The
Gooteberry Bushes.' was good enough
to send me his copy of the Times UM
eight, thinking I might be interested
to see your letter. Aid," said Jan&
fremingly, "I was"
I registered internally a vow to I
wring Mr. Timmins' neck and bum
"Tha Gooseberry Bushes" at the trot
available opportunity.
Jane was continuing.
-What do yon know about 'The Lark
of the Gavern!ng Instinct in Women
What do Tull know about women, in-
ileed? Or about governing, for the
matter of that?"
I was dumb.
"What do you mean by saying that
all history proves women to be abso-
lutely • failure as rulers? What do
you know thou'. blr.tory7 or about rue
en? or about anything except tennis!
And what about Queen Elizabeth! and
Cleopatra! nd Mrs. Faeroe? and that
Assyrian woman? and aver so many of
'hem"
Jane paused for lack of breath.
I smiled a rather tinnacce.Fsful
and began to explain. I am good at
explanations. As a matter of fact. I
was *very proud of that letter. It was
full of close and careful reasoning, and
lad given me no end of trouble to
write. That was why I wanted to put
my name to it, thinking Jane would
never see IL
But no matter.
After about an hour and a half o1
careful evasion and prevarication I
succeeded IS averting Jane's anger.
She apologized prettily, in the man
nor calculated to do the most good.
"now silly of inc not to see that it
was Just a satire, and not meant seri
ously at all," she said.
There was an interval for refresh
men ts.
"And you believe women can govern,
after all?" she obamed again.
I hedged a bit. "Some women can."
,It was the most I could bring myself
to admit.
"Just wait until we are mantled,"
said Jane, playfully, "and you'll dl.-
rover one of them!"
I went home thoughtfully.—Black
and White.
No Hand-Ont.
"De world may owe you a livin',"
said Uncle Eben, "but you's cotter do
sumpin' to let de world know dot you's
on band to collect iL".-.Washliagten
Star. . ,
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WARRANTED JEWELRY
OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS
IN STOCK. Watches
EDISON AND VICTOR PHONEGRAPHS AND A GENTRAL
SUPPLY OF MUSIC ON HAND.
PP YOU WANT TO BUY, IT WILL PAY YOU TO CALL AND
SEE OUR STOCK.
LOOK OUT FOR OUR HOLLI DAY GOODS ATTRACTIVE
PRICES AND A PRESENT FOR EVERYBODY.
WARREN & WARREN
JEWELERS AND OPTICIANS
417 Broadway.
A FEMALE
1 FOOTPAD?
Mattil, Unger 1 Co.
Undertakers and Embalmers.
130 S. THIRD STREET: PADUCAH. VIF
WIND
PHANE...
The Modern Window Decoration
WHILE EQUAL IN DESIGN AND BEAUTY TO
THE FINEST AT T GLASS MADE.
IT CAN BE A} PLIED TO ANY WINDOW OS
TRANSOM. IT EXCLUDES OUTSIDE VIEW AND
ADMITS THE L OHT IN THE MOST PLEASING
AND AGREZABI H HU= 11
IT IS APPROPRIATE IN DINING ROOMS. BATH
ROOKS AND FRONT DOORS. IT IS ONE OF THI
MOST BEAUTIFUL DECORATIONS OF THE DAY
FOR ALL KINDS OF DECORATIONS.
C O. Loot 315 hay.
J. W.-HUGHES-
GENERAL INSURANCE
116 Fraternity Building
OFFICE PHONIC 484-4
• •••
—We exercise tl:e greatesl.
,ad • care in selecting our cut glass.
Consequently our display is of the
highest standard. We aim to combine
'perfection in color; brilliant finish; artis-
tic and exclusive designs.
Our present stock cannot be excelled.
RESIDENCE PHONE ps
• ?Wedding and Holiday Gifts
Jeweler
IT
Excursion Rates on
The Riven
trip to ICVANSVILLE AND
eontineus pauses $4.00:
sed deket lis.oto meals and
berth included.
ROUND TRIP TO CAIRO, part,
ot five or over Si," saeh, arttlioet
Maki 01,40 with male.
Good music on all the boats. Fa.,
arraher particulars see
S. A. FOWLER, Gen. Paw As„,et
4sa GIVEN FOWL'S!, City Pala
Assat. Phase se,
TEN PER CENT. INCREASE
IN WAGES GRANTED
About 125,000 Employes of the Penr-
sylvania Railroad to Be Benefited
by the Order.
Philadelphia, Nov. 8—The board of
directors of the Pennsylvania railroad
company, at a meeting today, ordered
an advanice of to per cent. in the
wages of all employes receiving less
than Saco a month. The increase
goes into effect on December t. The
directors gave the cost of living and
the present prosperity of the country
as a reason for the advance.
Similar action will be taken by all
the companies in the Permsylvania
system east and west of Pittsburg.
About 125,000 are effected by the
adnuace
Subscribe for the Register.
ENDRES BOY CLAIMS FLOEs-
ENCE GREER, COLORED,
HELP HIM UP.
Bud Baker of Birmingham, Ky., Tele-
phoned That Someone Stole His
Mule—River Pirates at Work.
Florence Greer colored, was locked
up last evening by Officer Einik
Gourieux on the charge of robbing
liernard Endres.
The lad is fourteen years of age.
and states that last evening early he
was passing alx-na Ninth and Wash-
ington strett& sslorn tile licgreaa :net
him, and sticking a revolver to his
head, demanded that he give over his
money. lie contends she took sixty-
five cents from him.
Mule Stolen.
Bud Baker of the Birmingham,
section of the county, yesterday tele
phoned the police department over
the long distance system that sonic-
one had stolen his mule. He asked
that the Paducah police keep a look-
out for the animal aial thief.
Considerable Pilfering.
The police are receiving quite a
number of complaints regarding the
raids made by river pirates upon ;he
Lama and other places lining the
water's edge. The thieves are laying
up supplies of wood coal, corn and
other things for the winter month.
In doing this they are raiding aelds,
woodlands, and other places.
Officer Left.
This morning at t 45 o'clock °facer
Courtney Lore left for Lexington
with Agnes Haman. tae girl orderei
to the state reform school
Lady's Parasol Lost.
There is being held at the Union ,le-
pot baggageroom a lady's fine silli.
parasol which was foun1 aboard one
of the afternoon passenger trains go-
ing through here yetterday. Some
gentleman picked it 'up on the train
and turned it over to Baggagernaster
William Flowers who has it for the
owner
THREATEN TO FORCE
THREE-CENT FARES
Mayor Suggests Reduction of Ratea to
Compel Traction Improvements
.Chicago Nov. 8 --Reduction of tar
fares to three twitta, peadiag the re-
habilitation of the lines and improve-
ment of the service may be demanded
by Mayor Dunne
The present service is asserted Ly
the mayor to be utterly inadequate
and unsatisfactory. Demands for im-
mediate improvement is made The
matter will be presented by the znavo-
today to tbe council committee on
local transportation
The recent decision of the Illinois
appellate court sustaining the eat'',
right to enforce the municipal ordin-
ances governing street railways has
been construed by Mayor Dunne as
placing him in position, to compel the
companies to institute reform. in their
management.
Superintendent of Transportation
Doty declared that a reduction of
street car fares until the company had
acceded would be the most effeetuel
way of obtaining adequate service
GREWSOME FIND
AT MAYFIELD
Robert, the little son of Mrs Nora
Laird, was playing near the bank of
the creek in the back yard of Mrs.
Laird's residence on south Sixth
street. Monday afternoon. He was
digging holes 'n the ground when he
stack some hard substance, which up-
or being excavate a waived to be a
glass jar. Upon examination, the jar
was found to contain a human hand
preserved in alcohol. The hand seem-
ed to be in a perfact state of pre-
serration and was brought to the
city, where it was viewed by many
people. Who buried the jar or whose
hand it. was, we have found no one
who has the slightest idea. The
probability is that it had been bur-
ied there many years—Mayfield Mon-
itor.
NO BAIL FOR FORMER BANKER
Charge of Big Theft Is Registered
Against Ontario Financier.
Toronto, Ont., Nov. 8.—On the con
elusion of the five day's trial of
Charles McGill, exmanager of the
ontario bank, the magistrate ordered
the charge of the theft of $t36,o4o to
be registered against him and bail was
refused. During the day one of the
clerks in the bank swore he prepared
misleading statements under the direc
tion of McGill. Wrongful entries rep-
resenting at,400,000, it was testified,
were concealed in statements to the
gcvernment.
Visitor: You certainly have good,
clean weather here in Boston.
Native! What do you mean by
clean weather'?
Visitor: Makes three complete
chnses a di:' at lean.
CuMMISSIuNER'S SALE.
In pursuance oi a judgment of
McCracken Circuit Court, rendered at
its October term, 16, in the action
of Gip Husbands, plaintiff against
Samuel E. Hollan, etc., defendant I
will, uti Monday, November lath
(about the hour of to o chick a. m.),
1906 (being County Court day), at
the court house door in Paducah
Kentucky, sell to the highest bidder,
on a credit of six months, the follow-
ing described property, viz:
Lying and being in Paducah, Mc-
Cracken county, Kentucky, and being
lot No. 258 in block "0," addition
"F," to the city. ot Paducah, Ken-
tucky, and bounded follows:
Beginning at a point go feet south
of the south-west intersection of
Boyd and Seventh streets; therize
west at right angles from Seventh
street 19714 feet; thence at right
angles and parallel with Seventh
street go feet; thence at right angles
tea% feet to Seventh street; with
Seventh street go feet to the bagm-
tang.
To satisfy said judgment, interest
and cast.
The purchaser will be required to
give bond with approved security,
bearinq interest at 6 per cent. from
day of sate, having force of replevin
bond, on which execution may issue
when due.
This 8th day of November 1906
I.. D. HUSBANDS, Attorney
CECIL REED,
Master Commissioner
COMMISSIONER'S SALE.
In pursuance of a judgment of Mc-
Cracken circuit court, rendered at its
October Term, 1906, in the action of
John Rock 'Assignee, etc., plaintiff.
agaittst Pachicah Towing company
etc, defen6....t, I will on Monday, No-
vember lath (about the hour of to
o'clock o'clock A. la ), 1904 (being
County Court day), on the Steamer
Mary N Micheal at the foot of Third
and Jones street in the city of Padu-
cah, Kentucky, sell to the highest bid-
der, on a credit of iphree months, the
following described property, viz:
The Steamer Mary M. Michael, to-
gether with her machinery, tackle and
apparel and her barges, namely:—
Ed Gibbs. Jay Gould, Jessie, Lelia.
No. 23, and three open Pittsburg
barges.
Said steamer and barges to be sold
separately.
To satisfy said judgment, interest
and cost.
The purchaser will be required to
give bond w'th approved security,
bearing interest at 6 per cent from
day of sale having force of replevin
bond, on which exeention may issue
when due.
This 8 day of November. rcio6.
CANIPBELL & CAMPBELL
ANT) CRICE & ROSS,
Attorneys
CECEL REED,
Master Commissioner.
TEMPERANCE NOTES
Mr Gough said of maderate drink-
ing that "Every drunkard becomes so
trying to be a moderate drinker and
fading."
According to the census of telot
there were 27,707 barmaids in Eng-
land and Wales. Of that number 7642
were in London.
In the ten years that women have
voted in Colorado there has not been
one saloonkeeper in the council of
Pueblo. a city of 40,000 people.
The city of Johannesburg, South
Africa, prohibits advertisements re-
garding liquor and gambling on a
penalty of $12 or two months' im-
prisonment This law is enforced.
The Transvaal is the only part of
British territory where the "public
s;-:cion management" scheme is pro-
vided for by law. It was there in-
cluded in the last local option law.
The beer consumed in the United
States in i88o would fill a canal from
New York to Philadelphia, forty feet
wide and eight feet deep. Last year
twice as much was used
Net "earnings" of $25,212,285 for
the year t905. an increase of $3,907,-
589 as compared with the previous
year, were shown in the annual re-
port of the American Tobacco com-
pany, which was made public recently.
Nine counties of Illinois—Moultrie,
Warren, &lone, McDonough, John-
son, Lawrence, Hamilton, Crawford
and Edwards—are now wholly under
prohibition law. More than 200 Towns
and cities are now free from the sa-
loon.
Seventy-seven towns in Oklahoma
are now under prohibition and others
are on the way. The fight for a prohi-
bition amendment will be pushed en-
ergetically at the coming constitu-
tional convention at Guthrie.
The movement toward the eight-
hour day seems to be gaining ground
in Scotland especially in one direc-
tion. Many faultiness firms are advo-
cating late opening of the saloons—
rot eatlier than to o'clock in the.
morning,-and early closing.
An English newspaper, commenting
upon the fact that the American drink
bill increased last year by to,000,000
pdtmds sterling, making a total of
rossocaocio, says "the United States
reformers have possibly given too
much *Herdic); to the legal enforce-
ment of temperance rather than its
persuasive aspect."
• There is always a bountiful suppl
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Loaded Black Powder Shells
Shoot Strong and Evenly
Are Sure Fire,
Will Stand Reloading.
They Always Get The Gast.
For Sale Everywhere.
 a
of Scotch whisky provided for the first to cry "Thief."
Eritish house of commons. There I You never gave the world anything
are 67o members, and the huge vat worth more than an honest kindly
vihich holds their whisky contains aard of cheer.
Soo gallons, especially distilled for
them. The contents of the vat are
never permitted to fall below a cer-
tain level. It is refilled two or three
times during every parliamentary ses-
sion.
Iceland, about half the size of Mis-
souri, has "no jail, no penitentiary;
there is no court and only one police-
man Not a drop of alcoholic liquor
is made on the island, and its 711,000
people are total abstainers since they
will not permit any liquor to be im-
ported. There is not an illiterate on
the island, not a child to years old
unable to read, the system of public
schools being perfect. There are
special seminaries and colleges, sev-
eral good newspapers, and a printing
establishment which every year pub-
I.shes a number of excellent books oni
various lines." Such is the report '
I 
brouglir ILLINOIS CENTRALby Northern travelers of this
incomparable and ideal land.
RAM'S HORN WRINKLES.
Greed is the greatest foe to
glory of America.
They who are most successful
making excuses have no energy
far anything else
It's the man who jumps into work
without any plan who bounces out
without any profit.
When you become God's child you
conic into unescapable relation with
every human being.
Many a preachet spoils the
of life by his sense of his own
It is a good deal better to hold a
child than to have to hold meetings
to save wandering men.
Men who bury their eyes in sin
think that God cannot see them be-
cause they cannot see God.
The true optimist has a glad hand
for his own troubles as well as a
sympathizing smile for other peo-
ple's.
The mast who hare be mei be cheers
caught with his pitmder is usually the i laa.limIalf•
The man who strives to get some-
thing for nothing is never willing to
give on the Same terms. -
It is always easier to weep over
Naha than it is to work even a lit-
for my next-door neighbor.
Many a man flatters himself he has
overcome his sins when he has but
outgrown them and adopted others.
There may be something criminal
in the act of patting a man on the
back when he i already going down
' When two people share a sorrow :t
is more than halved, and when they
share a joy it is more than doubled.
Few man care whether one hand is
pcsted on the good deeds of the oth-
er so long as the reporttia know all
about it.
EXCURSION BULLETIN
St Louis, Mo.—Deep-wava :311-
i/fait-on Dates of sale, Nov. 3 and
14. ‘t 6; limit, Nov. TR. I(116 Rcund
trip rate, $7.31.
Gulfport, Miss.—General conven-
tion United Daughters of Confeder-
acy. Dates of sale, Nov. 12 and 11
1906; return limit Nov. aft, Iowa
Round trip rate $ts.6o.
Mexico City, Max.—American Pub-
lic Health association Dates of sale.
Nov. 22 to 38. 1906, inclusive; return
limit fo days from date of sale. St-
overs going and returning at points
as are authorized on winter tourist
tickets. • Round trip rate $sa.
Kansas City. Mo.—Trans-Mississip-
pi congress. Dates of sale, Nov. 78
TO 21, T906, inclusive; return relit
Nov. 28, too& By depositing ticket
and paying fee of $t an extension may
be had to Dec. TS, lama. Round trip
rate Saaact
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legishttive body but has full power
PUBLISHED BY THE avd aisthor
ity to adopt and enforce
KITSTER NEWSPAPER CO. 
,regelations governing all departments
IIII -lunder their supervision and control. It
I
I has started in to clear the streets of
At Register Building, 523 Broadway many unsightly 
signs and posts, and
 ,is order to improve the appearance
JAMES E. WILHELM, President of the streets as well as t
o afford
JOHN WILHELM, Treasurer protection to the public,
 it has made
a sweeping order in regard to hang-
(Incorporated.)
ROBERT S. WILHELM, Secretary I
!entered at the Postoffice of Paain- I
eels, Ky.. as second-dam mail matter. ,
$5.00
oaths  2.50
Months  1.25
Oise Week  .10
egrae failing to receive this paperr ly should report the matter to
16 tester Office at once. Tele
phone Cumberland 318.
Friday Morning, November 9. 1906.
The editor of the Register feels
that ite should publicly acknowledge
his thanks and high appreciation of
the many kind and ccigsplimentary ex-
pressions coning to him from the
mechanics, the merchants, the pro-
fessional men, and even the warner
Ilor the vigorous tight made by The
Register
Paducah
achieved
contract
in behalf tif the peop:e of
and the great viceory
in the defeat of the water
and park bond proposinems.
Rebuking The Outrage.
A great mistake was made by the
republican general council when the
upper board insolently refused to per-
mit the people to express themselves
on issuing bones for a Water and light
plant. This city belongs to the peo-
pie who live in it. And the idea of
five men arrogating to themselves the
right to place their will above that
cif the people whom they swore to
serve. Two of the five were defeated
Tuesday and the other three Will also
be defeated when the people get a
glance at them. Had the request
of the people for a vote on the ques-
tion been granted, the cnrierkeprirh-
erne ticket would have been elected.
The independent ticket whictt enade
but little, if any, efforts to get votes,
vet did receive 2p votes, would never
have bee- put out, and at least 200 of
that vote would have gone to the re
publicans to say nothing of hun-
dreds of others who voted the demo-
cratic ticket to rebuke and defeat the
:epublicasn for the high handed out-
rage perpetrated on the people by the
five republican aldermen, namely.
• 5:arks. Bell, Palmer, Hubbard and
Chaniblin. A similar outrage by the
democrats last year defeated their
ticket, and this year the republicans
who were too foolhardy to take warn-
ing met with the same fate. The peo-
ple will not stand for such outrages.
We understand that the democrat-
ic members-elect of the general coun-
cil are in favor of giving the people
the privilege of voting on- the ques-
tion. At any rate the new board will
given the opperttmitv at An early
day after they are inducted into of-
fice. to say whether or not the people
will he given their constitutional
vele to express themselves.
•
Street ffigns.
A few people are disposed to quee-
tion the antlnority N the board of
public works in the matter of signs
extending out over the sidewalks and
cite to an old ordinance governing
signs. in the first plaCe when the
general- council some weeks ago
passed an ordinance placing the mat-
ter in the hands of the board of pub-
lic works, that ordinance specifically
repealed all ordinances on the sub-
ject. This action of the general
council was merely a courtesy, for
under the charter of the city the
bnard of public works is given full
and complete control over the streets
aid their powers cannot be abridged
by an ordinance or anything else ex-
cept the legislature amends the char-
ter. The board of public Works' hes
full authority in the premises, and
the general council, while it cannot
curtail the powers of the board, pass-
ed an ordinance fixing a penalty for,
Anyone refusing to obey the or-
ing signs, and every citizen desiring to
see the change for the better will co
operate with the board in its efforts
to improve the appearance of things
j.
The time draws near for an exodus
of the denizens of West Court street
as decided by Judge Reed some
weeks ago. Ile stated from the
bench tjtat the 'bawdy houses must
go from that•locality and in order to
goo the women time to get out, he
suspended further steps until Decem-
ber 1. It is repyrted that some
the keepers of tio places have
ployed attorneys to see if they cannot
get an extension
vacete to April t
We believe that Judge Reed
what he said when he gave the or-
der to vacate, and we do not believe
that any good reasons can be put for-
ward to make hem change his mind.
Th. welfare and race of the city
stands Above any consideration that
can be paid a lot of harlots who look
upon the winter seism, as the one
thet yields largest. returns to them in
dcllars. The people of this city have
long borne with the ineldt to the de-
ccncy of the city, in the authorities
suffering these places to exist, an
all trakoct' citizens - look forward to
December i as the day on which one
of the darkest spots in Paducah will
be wiped out.
of the order to
Quite a number
voted for the water
bond issue, have
meant
of persons who
contract and park
had their eyes
opened since the election. The elec-
tion being over and the two propo-
snions being defeated many a man
who was on the inside of the schemes
is now talking out, and the more the
people hear of the whole affair, the
more firmly- they become convinced
fleet The Register gave the people
nothing but faces. The people of Pad-
ucah did a great day's work Nhen
they defeated the two corpnratine
schemes.
•
Ni. it was not a funeral, is was only
the first meeting Of the republican
hoard of aldermen strice the election,
at which notice was served on them
that the:r 'administration of the af-
fairs of Paducah was not satisfactory
tc the public. It was quite a Citter
p;l: for them in swallow.
John K. Hendrick, the Paducah
ceedidate in the state primary, car-
ried every congressional' district in
the state Tuesday. The people of
Kentucky know Col. Hendrick to he
honest, fearless and reliable
THANKS.
Paducah Ky.. Nov. 7.. teofi.
To the iediee, the Paducah City Or-
chestra and C L. Bronson & Co.
Paducah Lodge No. 217. B. P. 0. E.
taken this method of returning you its
thanks for the nervices rendered
during the reception recently at
its new boome_
The reception was a decided suc-
cese and it was doe almost eroircly
to the handsome and gracious ladies
who ors ablely received guests and
made their visit a pleasant one, also
to the Orchesstra which dispeneed
such charming music and C' L. Bron-
ion St Co. who so generously decor-
our new home with evergreens
and handsome flowers.
Again thanking you for the able
and delightful :wishbone, given us. we
assnre you we Will always hold •.:a.mt
in kindest esteem.
PADU-CAH LODGE WY. 217
B. P. 0. ,E.
By H. P. Metre, Secy.
•
Californians bey more baseballs
and bats, proportionately, than the
people of any other state.
The normal weight of an elephant,
when full grown, is 7000 pounds. The
smallest seen in modern times was
Lill," a Sumatran animal.
Robert' was sent to the board to
write the poesee;ive plural of swine.
After many unsatisfactory attempts
he turned to the teacher and asked,
"Wouldn't 'pigs' do jest as well?"
The home office return, just issued,
sOowe that there were 1754 cases un-
der the workmen's compensation act
dealt with last year in England and
Wales through the county courts
Mrs Jones of Clay, Ky., is visiting
Mrs. Harry C. Rhodes of Wc•t
Jefferson.
•David Augustus is here 'roe'
Bowling Green, Ky., having come to
attend the funeral of his sister Mrs.
Allie McCord
Miss Althea Pentecost of Memphol,
Tenn'. tc visiting Mrs. T. Miller Ar-
son of Clark street
Mr. George Shephardson his lane
to Chicago.
Mr Sig Sommers Ns* Yore is
The Crescendo Club Gathered Yes-
terday Afternoon ti. Home of'
Miss Newell-Social Matters.
Unusually delightful was the enter-
eainment given last evening at the
First Baptist church by the members
of the Ladies' Mite society, which
celebrated its thirty-fifth anniversery.
A very large crowd was there to hear
the chsrmang program rendered, ene
exceedingly popular feature beiag
fine address by the church pastor,
Rev. Calvin M. Thompson During
the evening dainty refreshments were
served.
Afternoon at Music
Yeeterday afternoon the Crescendo
club met with Miss Virginia Newell
at her studio on North Seventh st.eet,
and for several hours the young musi-
cian, whiled assay the time very
profitably with a fine program teem-
ing with many beautiful and seleo
numbers.
•
W•dding Amusuncensent
Many here have received from Mil-
waukee, Wis., cards announcing that
last Wednesdiy Miss Martha Ossei-
man of that city and Mr. Abe Livine-
(ton of Paducah were united in MAC-
Tilre at the home of the bride. The
couple are now away on their wed-
(Nng tour, and arrive here next week
to take up their home at the Living-
ston residence on West Broadway.
Informal Recept:oo.
I' Mrs. Sallie Nforrow . rl datigho r
Miss Emily receive ton'.rrow after
L.IBERTY OF ANNIVERSARY
SWINE COSTS
, 
WAS CEIPIATED
ED REDD FINED FOR LETTING CHARMING TIME HAD BY
THE,M RUN AT LARGE LADIES AT MITE SO-
ON STREETS. CIETY AFFAIR.
Will Stunson, Colored, Fined ems°
and Costs for Whipping His
Wife, Minnie Stunson.
In the police court yesterday morn-
ing Judge Edwerd Purytar assessed
a fine of $5 and"tosts against Ed-
ward Redd because the latter permit-
ted several of his hogs to rOam at
large upon the streets of the city.
The swine were taken up toy Lycurgus
fs cc, the' official cowcatcher 'for the
city:
Charles Shaw, colored, was given
a continuance of the breech of the
peace charge against him. He is
of cheagd with threatening to cut the
ern_ i throat of Dow Dawson, colored The
former works at Hawkins' restaurant
on Broadway.
The court assessed a fine'of $100
and costs agaeist Will Stunson, col-
ored, because the latter whipped his
wife at their home out about Tenth
and Caldwell streets.
The warrant charging J. W. Hall
with permitting hogs to ramble at
lerge on the streets was dismissed.
m1 4- 4- 4- 4- -F 11 4- 4- 4. 1F 1F 11- 1*
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PERSONAL MENTION. 1.
•
• • + • • 40 th • • + + •
Miss Bess Hall of Cincinnati yes-
terday arrived to visit he i sister, Mr?
Walter Clark of Broadway iielr
Seventh.
A. and Niro. 1. J. F.leming mei
daughter of Birdsvilie, Ky, %aye
passed througb en route back from
visiting in Texas.
Mrs. J. L. Abell of Smithland has
returned home Ater visiting here
Mt'. Wm. Yandell and bride re-
turned last from a Souteern
wedding tour. noon at their home on Heti' and Jef-
ferson'streets.
Thanksgiving Dance.
Mr. George Holhdray .irid several
others are arranging for I handsorre,
dance Thuniessiving Eve it the Red
Men', hall on Korth Foe. th strec. I Phone 2088
 "Mk 
••••1016••
New Store, New Fixtures
New Front, New Stock!
THERE IS AN AIR OFNEWNESS ABOUT EVERYTHING
CONNECTED WITH SOWER'S NEW JEWELYZY STORE
YOUR PATRONAGE IS EARNESTLY SOLICITED
CLOCKS CALLED FOR AND DELIVERED WITH NO
EXTRA CHARGE. JUST IN-A NEW AND COMPLETE
LINE OF WATCHES, CLOCKS JEWELRY, SILVER-
WARE, CUT-GLASS, HAND-PAINTED CHINA AND
411BRELLAS. THIS S1OCK IS ALL NEW, AND IF
SELECTIONS ARE MADE NOW, SHOPPERS WILL
PROFIT THEREBY.
COME AND MAKE YOUR SELEC TIONS NOW
WE ARE DAILY RECEIVING NEW GOODS AND YOU
SHOULD CALL EARLY AND MAKE
CHASES FOR THE HOLIDAYS.
WHEN GOING TO A EUCHRE, CINCH,
YOUR PUR-
FIVE HUN
DRELL BRIDGE PARTY CALL BY AND GET YOUR
SCORE CARDS FREE !
J. D. SOWERS
--Rev. Charles Gear
Missouri General Rapt'
evening started a revi%
cue Mission on South
where uightly service.
ducted.
-Herman Bolan is resting well at
Riverside hospital, art' the docteus
can nett tell whether b. will recovee
Ilia back was broken b: a fallind tree
ear Hard Money, and the cur-
son oi the
• church last
' at the. Rif
Tbird strec,
will be :on-
in the city yesterday. , geons are tryi
reg to joii the separated
Mesdames Mitt Cope, Ionia IA21 SPrtion of the ve
rtebre • He iitieht-
er„ Armour Carelner sad les hotted in spli-ts to larevent 
pulling
'he backbone vil.ere it was ter-
Campbell have returned from Evan- ,
vine, lid. -red.
Ms Olbie Hoflick has-retarned from
visiting his parents Mr, and Mrs. IV
Misses Lillie Mae and Ciirtinc ANALysis ROT.lloflick .of Evansville. Ind.
Winetead yesterday went to jackion.
Tenn., to attend the Cates-Maker'
wedding today.
Iser. Eggleston are: wife if
(Intrigue. New Mexico. are visiti.i.!
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. V !riser of TeL
nesse° street. DOCTCPS STILL WORKING ON
Mrs. Eliza Chandler has return" 1 . S'Pr'.14CH OF MRS 
from Lyon county, where she visits'', 7_,ERET ELROD.
MAR-
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. E.
bey.
Attorney Lal D. Threlkeld went *et'
Smitfiland yesterday on busi 
A. Soon asness..
Mrs. H. W. Pleasants and &ugh ough 
to
and Miss Maggie Williams have gee. T-k
e- 
to Memphis, Tenn.. for a van. a
Circu;t Clerk Joseph A. Miller ha;
returned from spending several days The physicians hao not yet fin-
ielied making an examination of theat 
Mrs.
Hineginoryn. Behr. of south sixth
stomach, of Mrs. Margeret Humphrey
street, has gone tO near Golconda,
Ill., to attend the bedside of her sick
'mother, Mrs. C. W. Stensberry.
Attonicy ITtighes, of Lit-
tle .Rock, Ark.. sepnt several days
here. and left last night for Mayfield.
He was formerly of this thy, having
left about eight years ago.
Mr. John Holland. the railroader,
hp returned here from the South, to
again, take up his, home. .
Miss Hallie Richrnort of Clinton.
Ky., and Miss Annie Mheishall of MiR-
souk. Mont:. are visting Mrs. Hal S.
Corbett.
Mk. C. E. Willey of Marion, Ill., is
visiting County Jailer James Eaker.
Mr. J. M. Dionolhare and wif,!. of,
Gainesville. Texas. are visiting Mr.I
and Mre. Cgerles Baker of Hotel
Craig.
YET COMPLETE
i are. N'. Janes vs. Chesthatafroage: ). -r. Reddiek v. Sol V...
Vaughan, Mrs Frank Si: . and Mrs.
Birdie Deistic); James E Wilhelm le.
Mark Worten, and The Register
Newspaper et-ortolan) %A.
Worten.
Jane.' sues Hodge for several hun-
dred dollars claimed due him a. a .
commission for sel:ing Hodge's prep-
erty out in the county. The property
is that lying near the Dick Allen farell
— on the country road going out by
Oak Grove cemetery. It was puts
chased by the Paducah Driving as.
sociation, which will make a race
In the stet of A T. Stolen agem4 (curse.
Joint B. Ste-cle the Illinois Central Dr. Reddick sues Sol V Vaughan
railroad paid inio court $4o38 be- and others for emus $1.3oo claimed ,4
longing to defendant. awl which had due him as money he advanced fat
been attached. Vaukhaii in paying the latter's prier-
George McNeil was given $ao, •inme upon his life insurance jw.lice•
indgment asesinet the Illinois Central Jame.: E. Wilhelm. and The Roos-
railroad on account of one of plain- ter Newspaper company. bring a snit ;
tiff's melee getting killed and ty,i,c each against Worten for severel
other injured by a train striking then t thousaiul dollars damages on Ilht
while they were entrapped in a cattle- . around that Worten harassed and put
Elrod, who died over two weeks ago; ue the paper and editor to con-
at their home io the Maxon Mill sec- John Jefferson lost the snit he filed siderahle expense in defending dam-
t.on of the county. The experts are against the Padecnh Traction corn- age eine Worten brought at Smith-
analyzing the contents of the stom- pany fie damages. 1Te claimed he land :leanest the paper, on behalf rf
ace. in order to see if there is arY- wait 7biown from the car when it Sam Stone.
thing to sethstafftiate the suspicions eeoseeely started up at Fourth end 1 The suit of Mrs M. E. Head againse
of the childten that she came to her
death by poison or other unnatural 
Broadway, and was badly hurt. The
today. hut asit was compromised last t
Cheatham Hodge was set for trial I
cause. She was found unconscious 
jury refused to pre Ism anything.
week, it is now stricken from the
several hours thereafter. At that 
niandor c filed apaccroe.ssaipciret7iitnioi,n_
with assassinating Mr. Tread near
early one Sunday moriing, and died in 
L. H.
.sWuitY docket Mrs. Head charged Hodge!
time it was announced death came 
tretor.
Clinton. Mire Head sued Hodge for
body was in. the ground for several Elliott. 
plaignatiinff:st •
Smoot) at trial of the litigation last
a; result of paralysis, but after the request e the'asstiditi"ndifsseEdlliaottt 4.25.000 damarres and got ituironent for
days, the children had the remains Judgment for ;op was given J K. spring The court set the judgment
exhumed, stomach removed and hod aside nod granted a new hearine. . aY Boredurant in his suit against Mr's
nendine which ilrelor compromised
the matte! by' paying Mrs. Head
Bud Elm! Gets Well En-
Nttend Court, judge
Esta e Matter.
A man could never be rich enough
te like to pay his taxes.
Gen. Sir Ian Hamilton; who may
succeed Lord Kitchener as comman-
der-in-chierin India, has been wound-
ed in almost every action in which
'he has taken part.
There is a training school for ele-
phants in Apl, in the Congo State,
where twenty-eight elephants are tak-
ing lessons. The training operations
have produced encouraging reinIts -
'Philadelphia Press.
The onallest thing with a backbone
is the sinarapin, a little fish recently
discovered by scientists in tile Phil-
ippines. It Measures about *e-half
inch in length'. -
again consigned to the grave. The
doctors now have been putting the
stomach through a process of analy-
sis for the past eight days, and it
is believed they will be in a position
to report within a few days to Coun-
ty Judge Ieightfocit. who authorized
Coroner Frank Eaker to heve the
examination made.
If it proves she died from causes
other than natural, some startling
dev,elooments may be expected. Her
husband, 'Bud Elrod, continues con-
fined with illness at their home in
the county, and as soon as he is able
to come 'to the city the county judge
takes up the motion of the Hum-
phrey children that one of the lat-
ter be made administrator of the es-
tate, and that their step-fathr, Elrod,
be refused permission to qualify.
Large numbers of artisans and la-
borers are reported to be leaving New
Zealand for San Francisco, attracted,
by reports of high wages.
JEWELER
224 Broadway
ARGUMENTS. MADE TODAY
IN THE CRUTCHFIELD CASE
BIG DAMAGE SUIT AGAINST THE MUNICIPALITY WILL BE
DECIDED THIS MORNING BY THE JURY-J. K. BONDU RAN
GOT THE SMALL JUDGMr.NT OF lisso AGAINST MRS.
LOUISE WELCH - NUMBER OF IMPORTANT ACTIONS
COME UP FOR TRIAL TODAY.
This morning the arguments still
•
6
4.
I•
be nia4e by the attorrte) in the .nit
of Acidic Crutchfield adminiar erie
of Thomas Crutchtictd. against tee
City of Paducah. .‘11 the evidence
was taken yesterday by adjourning
time, and as %.mni as the lawyers com-
plete their speeches the action gots
to the jury
Mrs Cnttchfield sties the municipal
government for Smoot% on accoticit
the 'death of her husband, who rode
hi• bizycle off the einbankment be-
side Wand creek bridge. at South
Sixth 'street. and broke his neck ly-
ing inittansie.
Lonise Welch. He 'sued her fee
little over $2oo. Mrs. Welch gave a
note to Grocer C. A. Torrence, for
something over Ude. and Torrence
wild the note to tiondurant who
brought suit for its collection against
Mrs. Welch. The latter claimed she
Iliad paid Torrence all of the note with
exception of $2.5o, ard on trial yes-
terday she proved this. At this
jdneture Bondurent's lawyer asked
the jury to bring in a verdie giving
Bondurane judgmlent der the lose
balance, and the judge did this.
being seen the frernalrelor. onte
this, had been paid'.
An amended petition wa filed in
the suit of R. P. Jorres,agains, the S.
H. Winstead Medicine company.
There was set for the 9th stay of
the teem the suit of N. J. !ones.
against Harth Bros.
F. N. Burger was excused further
service on the petit jury and . A
Johnson substituted.
Docket IrOr Today.
The action* docketed for rodav
$2.500
SPECIAL TO JACKSON.
The Knights of Columbus ste!orai
train will leave Paducah. Broadway,
and Eleventh streets 6:30 a. in. Sen.
day Nov. ;Oh. for Jackson, Tenn., re-
turning leave Jackson ii :50 p. in. Fare
$3:30 round trip.
J. T. DONOVAN, Agent.
Alice rushed in from the garden
where she had been picking flower's.
She was badly stung by a bee, and
was holding on to her finger ana
sobbing pitifully. "Oh, mamma," she
cried, T burned me on a bug"
Bepevolent Lady: But, my poor
mate if you have been looking for
work all these years. why is it that
you have never found any?
Tramp (confidentially): It's leek,
:rum: just sheer good luck,
it
se
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each side_ After paying off. all the ficial foot, the cost being 7 mills for 
i thtir new franchise entitling menu
other public streets reconstruction
work now under contract or in prog-
ress of completion, the city will still
have sufficient of the $iso,000 street
bond money left to pay for the mu-
nicipality's portion ofreconstructing
Broadway and Jefferson between the
pouts mentioned The city pays for
crls the work at tithe points where
side streets intersect Broadway and
Janerson, while all the balance is
bone by the parties owning abutting
prc,eyrty, that is as regards the side-
walk; The city pays for ,Oelf the en-
t4e work done in thei The bit-
nlithic on Broadway and also jeffe--
son nownds at Ninth.
The residents on South Sixth,
South Third and the abutting streets
iii the South Side. placed before the
aldermen a petition requesting that
the etreet railway compsoiy be com-
pelled to carry oat its franchise grant
ad by the mimic pal government The todocument was signed by several hun- tieer oas referred the question o
f
havng culverts and sewers run un-tired name.... The people claim that ,i cor Ntnteenth street to carry off thethe franehis. of the company corn-
41111 face water when that thoroughfare
Eels it to run the cars aroand the
none which sixth and Aroad 
. 
improved by grading and gravel-
st•-et connects the (nil of the South ,iny -' The traction company haa ai
Sixth street division with the Third l'..ineteenth, and some culverts have
to run ts tracks along
street the letter of which 
N
t-Arverses Broad fro to to 
be built under the rails in ortkr
nt Third 
that the free flow of water will not
be obstructed. The board of works
is to decide whether the city pays for
this work or the car line The may-
ce advcreates making the traction
peopl! pay for everything necessitated
big transferred at Sixth and Breed
front one car going one way, to an-
by virtue of their rails being laid
slotig
other intented. for the oppisite diree-
there.
ton order that the matter conld
City Clerk Bailey and License In-
be fookeef into the aldermen refer-
red the petition to the railway com-
mittee for fiction.
• - Member Farley Was the only al-
• derman absent last night .
There was referred to the ordin-
ance committee the protest put in by
pseties ownir,st property abutting tte
Is/
C 1
-o--
man 'WORK BE EXTENDED 
Second near Kentucky avenue. 'The
board refused a license to Goheen &
Stith who wanted to open a grogship
ON BROADWAY AND JEFFERSON7:rtcar 
ortNon: rest:: L. aTrhttrotldgien:
THE CITY HAS ENOUGH OF THE BOND MONEY LEFT TO PAY
ITS PART OF HIS EXTENSION WHICH WAS (YRDERED
LAST NIGHT BY THE ALDERMEN—SOUTH SIDE RESI-
DENTS CLAIM STREET CAR COMPANY IS NOT RUNNING
CARS ACCORDING TO FRANCHISE—PLANS TO BE DRAWN
BY MR. ALVORD FOR STORM AND SANITARY SEWERS IN
DISTRICT NO. 3—OTHER ALDERMANIC BUSINESS.
Steps to reconstruct Broadway
told Jefferson streets from Ninth to
Eleventh street were taken last even-
ing by the aldermen during their
regular session, when they directed
the proper committee to bung in an
crdinance providing that Broadway
from Ninth to Eleventh, and Jefferson
from Ninth to Eleventh, shall be
impel:avid u/ith bitulithic in the
aeaorst the public governcnent on ac-
count of Aer limb being broken when The city engineer was directed to
she was thrown from buggy at w'clen the fill which spans 
Bradshaw
the "blind end" of South Eleventh creek on Broadway
 just beyond
'tear Jackson street. Fountain avenue. It is 
to be widened
City Engineer Washington filed his so as to extend to the
 line dividing
report showing the amount each prop- on each aide, tile p
rivate property
vty owner will have to pay for the from the public street
. Eight feet of
new sanitary and stotot water sew- the widened part is to be paid
 for by
erage being laid in district No. 2 It tlic street car cowpony, the 
conman
s -
street and concrete pavements on is payable according to the super-
agreeing to do this on being given
Sixth street.Despite tliis franchise
provision the petitioners claim cars
art not encircling the loop. bat that
passilsoiners have to unttergo the-isl-
et-vont trouble and annoyance of be-
rpector George Lebsthard were ens-
poweeed to take bide from de-
siring to furnish the city with the
tags to be put on wagons and dogs
us hen the municipal license is paid for
these "commodities.'
Monday night the council directed
the ordinance and license committee
to
priblic alley which runs from Sixth 
being in a new ordinance, :needy-
to Seventh street. between Broadway
ing what public license every line of
am' Kentucky avenue. The parties in 
s•ness and profession shall pay to
tie city to do busirtsin in Paducah du:
the.r document urge the city officials
not to improve this alley with pav- " 1907 A• 
hall of the present re-
publican
inn brick on acconnt of the great cost 
boards to out the first of
a
attached, and which expense is borne 
January, nd are superseded by
dely by the 
property 
owners.
 The tierniscrats coming in, the aldermen re
si 
oidinance commOtee several weeks 
fused to concur in the councilmanic
ago was directed to bring in a bill
.neividing for the brick work in the
alley, and now that the protesting
-petition is referred to that sub-body.
the measure veill not be brought in.
City Engineer Washington was
directed to give as soon as he can to
the street railway company the prop-
ler grade to which the company it
t• tilower its tracks on Jefferson street
from Fountain avenue out to the city
llmits The tracks in the center of
-the street are about two feet higher
-than the thoroughfare on either side.
arid the car company claims the rea-
son it has not lowered the rail; and
roadbed before is becivuse the city en-
Meer was so busy he could not fin
time to give them the grade.
The board ratified tv.., contrae
seie in which Henry and Wm. Bra -
ley agree to furnish feed to all city
departments for the ensuing year. and
the other in which the ,West Ken-
tett,' Coal Company is to supply
fuel for the next twelve months to
every public department.
To the board of city supervisors her of Treasure: Jae. Do-
wses there referred for considerationL
•Nd Phonpe document Showed T1' bal-the requests of Mrs. C. L. Hender
• city strong box October
son, Chris T.elbel, and Mr. Hewitt '
that each of them be given a re- .468-40. Collected dart*$8,231.67; spent $21,834.*•duction in the valution placed upon
'miser 1st, $3o,f45 5&their private property by the 'city. ion was given the or-
'Mrs. Jessie Wicks has sued the city ing that. Boyd /greetfor $1,000 damages on_the ground that
unhealthy aceommulations• of stag- and graveled frun
rant water left in the big hollow be-
11;nd her borne en North Fourth street
v. as detetrnintal to her property and
'health of family. Last week the city
solicitOr compromised the suit, by
agreeing to have the boards allow her
*SO. The cannel approved this com-
promise, but the alderMen ordered
before the money wac paid over
'her there be deducted the amount
of taxes claimed she owes the munici:
polity on her property.
The -aldermen ratified the report of
the supervisors 'in which the latter
showed they had corrested erroneous
assessments made to s'ome pieces of
private property 'for tax purposes,
while the supervisors had refused re-
quests of others forAtductionr. they
nct being entitled to same.
The finance committee was directed
action ordering brought in this new
eniasnre, on the ground that the
present boards are not responsible for
r-xt year's charges, which should be
framed up by the new incoming 17(12 1'0
At s always been done in the past.
Refaeal at concurrence by the alder-
e'en means the new legislative offic-
ials taking their seats the first of Jan-
rary will lint be divested of their
s'eht to fix licenses :1! witatcv o fig.
Ire they desire.
The board of works was asked to
hi.ve Contractor Ed Terrell repair all
tha bad places in the bnck streets he
lad several ylars ago for th city
orivernsiont. They are fifth, Fourth
and Third irlai Kentu-Ao- a: :owe to
Jefferson :nd Second from Ereadway
to jefferenn. On compieting the .vork
he executed ho the city a Lond guar-
anteeing te wutild keep the improvez
meat ir prowl repalr five years.
This'• One No:it has nnt yet (spired
ard m I exceedingly heti ploces ex;
(Zicipion Miller of tlo• finonce corn
resented the no. nthly report
Bat
dinS.'ABST
shot BOTT
Sit N • l 'isms elven the meas-
urre."Cahill:Ea. :mote oavtrr tots
on both Ofouse R3 otith Sioth from
Tertnesseel 
"(natio no.n.
First pain. •risren.:he ordin-
;ince stipulatr-_-__—_-.4_,concrete tette.
ley street from y .Slio7t, andtics of Far;ments shall be-.
along Short froi ,r _ 3 I o Clem-
ents street. After t-LoaAsition %vas
given, the alderrnz. riled ilie:r
rules and gave tht gi4e6r . tug
'Flinvitt edChief of Police i
,til, October report,
-lad collected polic 
41111. Ti.i:1- el' he
$40T, Coats Of $r„.„,,
replevined and ttaiso'n an47? 
was
ler tion.
> Saloon licenses w • 
- the
following: J. P. Po - ren-
t t arrange to pay off the $5.0eio ;tide - tuefey avenue; T. • 
'or
p000 .Miss Corgelia Johnson got i lsyjteeet. and J...... 
each foot. Anyone with a lot 5°3[1151w rtg" its ilue out .Broadway from
feet will have to pay $57,31 and small- Fountain avenue to Nineteenth street
er or larger lots in prooprtion. ant. then along: the latter 
thorough-
Mayor Yeiser recommended to the fare to Guthrie avenue.
hoard that the city take out an in- City Treasurer-Dorian reported he
demnifying policy in 60112t insurance hoe sld the delinquent tax list. The
conipany that will guarantee the mu- property was bought in by City 
Audi-
no"pality against any loss by way of tor Alexander Kirkland in name 
of
judgments rendered people suing for the City of Paducah. White people
accidents or deaths in public places. owe the municipality $3,792.08 taxes
His idea Was referred to ethe finance for this year. and colored 
people
committee for action, as explained in $653.53.
full in another column of this issue. Last year when the igity was pre-
The city solicitor was directed to Paring to lay the storm sewers un-
inform the street air company in what der Kentucky avenue from Second
manner the public rifficials desired to Ninth, Jefferson from First to
the traction people to suirender the Ninth, and Sixth, Seventh and Ninth
right the street car peoi.4e had to from the avenue to Jefferson, people
maintain tracks in certain public owning private property along these
streets that have now been adandoned thoroughfares put protests before the
b ythe car system. The car people city boards, opposing the laying of
are willing. but do not know what the storm sewers, on tbe ground that
kind of writing the city wants, the citizeps had already been compel%
To the board of works and city en- cd to pay for the sanitary sewers the
limit that•private property can be
o-xed for "sewer work." The city
hid the storm sewers laid anyhow.
Several weeks ago the citizens had
Mayor Yeiser to lay before the leg-
tslative boards the question of the
c ty filing an ex parts' -suit before
Judge Reed of the Circuit Court, and
let the latter decide whether the city
had to pay for the storm sewers, or
!be owners of privats orooerty lying
alongside the thorouo improved.
The council and alder':utiii referred the
suit matter to the finance chmmittee,
2'4 when the latter took it up the city
solicitor informed the committee eilt
when the contract was let for the
storm sewers the sewer work was in-
cludes' as a part of the brick and bit-
utthic reconstruction, ttese etreets
hiving beet improved with this brick
aad bitulithic surface material when
•the sewers were laid- The solicitor in-
'formed the committee the city did not
h:ve to pay for the storm sewers, but
that it was a part of the "street re-
construction." At this there was
dropped the question of the city filing
the ex parte fait. Last night Alder-
man Miller stated to the board that
as the city pays half of any "street
reconstruction" over town, and the
ale-tong property owners the other
loll of the cost, he wanted adopted
a- motion ordering that there be -*aid
out of the public treasury one half
of the cost of the storm sewers under
the thoroughfares mentioned above.
Cle this motin being made, City En-
gineer Washington informed the ald-
ermen it was unnecessary to adopt
the motion, as he, the engineer, was
row making out the bills against the
property owners for the brick. bitu-
lithic and storm sewer work done on
tuese highways questin, and that
the bills charged the abutting prop-
erty owners with only half the sew-
er work, just like they have to pay
for only one half of the brick and bit-
ulithic improvement On the enle-
neer making this explanation. it was
seen no motionOwas necessary.
An ordinance was ordered brought
in making the "city cow catcher" a
permanent position, elective each De-.
cember as other public officers who
arc named yearly at a stipulated
tvonthly salary by the council and'
aldermen.
The sewerage committee and Engi-
neei Washington were directed to em
ploy Civil Engineer Alvord of Chi-
cogo lo get up the plans and specifi
cations for storm and sanitary sewer
age district No. 3 that will be laid
its soon as possible and include that
territory inside Thirteenth street and
the city limits in West End, and Ad
axis street on the South. awl Trimble
street on the North.
Miss Mona Biauer of Golconda HI
is e:sitin-cr Mr. Samuel Leibel.
cral (dices, and all the road attaches,
ill addition to many residents of that
vicinity, sent in a petition opposing
issue' of the license, and their request
was granted.
M. A. Woolfolk was ordered given
a deed to an Oak Grove cemetery
I. t lie has °oiled for fifty years, but
for which he has never had a deed.
Mrs. M. L. Conley transferred one
half of her Oak Grove lot to F. M.
Baker, and the board ratified the
sale.
MAYOR YEISER WANTS CITY
INDEMNIFIED AGAINST DAMAGES
HE DESIRES THAT POLICIES BE TAKEN OUT IN INSURANCE
COMPANIES THAT WILL INDEMNIFY THE MUNICIPALITY
AGAINST JURGMENTS RENDERED IN SUITS BROUGHT
AGAINST THE PUBLIC GOVERNMENT WHERE PEOPLE
GET KILLED OR INJURED UPON THE CITY STREETS,
BRIDGES, OR OTHER PLACES UNDER JURISIACTION OF
THE CITY GOVERNMENT.
•••••...
Mayor Yeioer last evening during the city officials by the tiidividual.
the oldermanic board took a step! Just now the city has LO Pay Oil a
which he thinks will be a great money $5,000 judgment gotten against it by
saver to the city government as re- Miss Cornetra Johnson, avLose limb
gards people suing 4he munidipality was broken when she was thrown out
for damages on account of accidents: of her buggy which partially over-
or deaths. He recommended to the ,turned upon the brink of the street
board that the joint finance commit- embankment at the "blind end" of
be given .authority to take out South. Eleventle›,near Jackson street,
g 11i oone indemnity insurance coin- Thousands of `&11ars have been paid
pan) a iso*cy that will protect the lout in the past on acc unt of accidents
municipality in case judgments are, due to negligence co) part of pebbc
given against the city government officials, while the coy has defeated
where parties sue for either accident as many other suits. In order that
or death. The aldermen coincided the authorities could be protected the
with his wiews and ordered the mayor took up the ratter, and there
finance committe to look into the mat
ter.
There are indemnity companies that
for a certain sum of money will is-
sut the city a policy guaranteeing the
nunficipality against any losses.
When anyone gets hurt or killed upon
the streets, or in any public place,
they generally bring suit against the
Public government for damages, on
the grounds that the mishap occur-
red through negligence on part of the
city outlioAties in not keeping the
public streets, bridges, etc., in safe
coedition. If the city has one of
these indemnifying policies the in-
sprance company, when suit is
beought, has lts own laus yers assist
tLe city solicitor in fighting the ac-
tion. If judgment goes against the
city government the insurance corn
pany pays it off, and therefore the
only expense the municipality is put
to is the premium paid the company
lot this protective policy. The mayor
thinks the policy should be taken out
for something like ioo,000, to which
extent the company will protect the
city against lose for any of these
causes
For some year; the city hat car-
ried a policy of this nature upon the
public electric lighting plant. there-
4ore if one of the city's lighting
wires falls and injuries or kills a
man, horse, or causes any injury,
and the victims sues she public gov-
ernment, the insurance company Pays
Whaltvtf judgment is gotten against
ADDRESS TO
THE RED MEN
HON. ALBET4 BARKLEY MAKES
ADDRESS TO THAT LODGE
TONIGHT.
Library Trustees Will Next Tuesday
Night Hold Postponed Month-
ly Session.
This evening at the meeting of the
loci Men's lodge at their hall on
North Fourth street, Hon. Alben
Barkley deliver. an address to the
o:ganizat;on upon "Freedom.' He is
the county attorney and one of the
leading affiliates of the secret order.
His address will be a social feature
of the etentng.
Library Trustees.
The trustees of Carnegie library
will next Tuesday hold a specialoneet
ire to take place of the regular
monthly one that was to have been
cenducted last Tuesday night, but
which was deferred on account of
President Bagby being interested in
the election and not having .time to
be present.
Pack Commissioners,
President D. G. Murrell, of the
park contmissioners, said yesterday
he would- issue a call Within a few
days for his board to meet and award
thc contract for the curb and coping
..vc,rk to be laid around Lang Park On
Fountain avenue. The bids have been
opened, but held in abeyance until the
commissioners got the extra $35o need
ed, -and which was allowed by the
City legislator!.
Ncw is the time to get a bottle od
Dr. Dwight's
Lilyderma Cream
Prevents and cures chappcd rotigls
skin. Makes the skio soft, smoada
and white. Removea all biemistea
cavsed by t :c cold winds.
Delightful to use after shaving
For sale only at
BACON'S
DRU.G STORE.
Phones 237. 7th and Jackson Su.
I; no doubt but wit it the finance Contractor W. C. Mark, and soil
committee will adopt his recommen- Frank lenve Shortly to spend the ..vitt-
dation. tee at Los Angeles, Cal.
CKET STORE
11,4++++1-4++.1.-1-1-14.4•+-Isflost+stss:-++ : :
THOMSON'S
"GLOVE - FITFING-a
CORSETS
This store, h.es n'n•-..va Lai ann.--s- a is itit -
famous Thouveon'a ' 'Ci g /torte,
ways a fiat li,ne of Ti.iosincri's soin;elvi ite-o; lac
very latest anti best. f -atis of :
r.nti wj Ithali con,. to Kt..
'
very best proIacect it, Imit ormiltr.v, aml
ural thitt it chouid be 4;::-rt iireetAttkel at .
in tho.foromost Cor-;et 4e:telt/lint.
Every Thou:so:I' G v.Lattiag' c:orteet
guanultoe1 to eye ant
Pri,Nr betting .  $1.01)
PURCELL&THOMPSON
407 BROADWAY. PADUCAH. KY
Buy the
Best Shoe Made
AND SAVE AT LEAST FIFTY (50)
PER CENT A YEAR ON YOUR
SHOE BILLS.
All our shoes are made by the lead-
ing shoe manufactures, hence if you
patronize uss you are sure to get
the best.
MEN'S welted $3.00 to $4‘-'0
MEN'S hand made $5.00 to $6.00
WOMEN'S hand made koso to $6.o"
WOMEN'S welted $2.00 to 13.50
BOY'S and GIRL'S best
Si.00 to $3.00
OUR BOYS' MISSES' AND CHILDREN'S SHOES HAVE NO
EQUAL FOR FIT, STYLE, COMFORT AND DURABILITY. AT
VERY CLOSE PRICES.
SEE DISPLAY IN OUR SHOW WINDOWS.
Cochran Shoe Co.
405 BROADWAY
"ONE PAIS SELLS ANOTHER—THAT'S QUALITY."
Now is the time for you to fill you/ coal house.
Best Kentucky ana Illinois Coal
Also dealer in LIME 'CEMENT:' Agent tin Whitehall and
Agaiite Cement. "KINGOF CEMENT
Lump 12c, Nut 11c
11 131 Cunningham,
Phones: Old 960, New 245. ▪ - ThiTteenth and Adams Street
••••••••
 A TEST I31 FIREMEN. GETTING BACK TO NATURE • •
•
Where the
Skin Chaps
We rcommend the use el
Henry's Aseptic Cream as a
never-disappointing healing and
softening application . for
:hipped or cracked skin or hist.
Is a one night cure for
chapped lips and skin rough-
nem; Heals, softens smoothes
beautifies. Delightly perfumed
Not the least bit sticky of
erTy. Rubs right into the
skin.
I IL flenhelitamm
DRUGGIST
SXTH AND EIROADoee
WE USE
The KING OF ALL
BOSOM 1RONERS
WHY?
First.
liecause it irons smothly, no:
rough.
Second.
The button holes, Or stud
holes match.
Third.
Negligee shirts with buttons
are ironed perfectly and with-
out injury.
Fourth.
It irons either -tiff or pleated
bosoms like new, and the
"hump" so often seen is miss-
ing
No other like it in West Ken-
tucky Satisfy yourself by
sending us your laundry.
Star Laundry
Phone aoo.
OLIVER. OLIVER & MOREGOR
LAWYER.S
s . Benton. Ky., rear basal
Marshall County; Paducah, Ry
Room tie Fraternity Building.
t.o 'Phone it... Old 'Rose 4/14,
'NOTICE'/ale
iighididomPald far Soog-Tri
STOVES AND FURNITURE
Huy anything and sell everystemg.
ste-irso Court Street: Old Phone
1216A.
Clem Fransiola
MOVING WAGON IN CONNEC-
TION.
I NOW IS THE TIME
THIS IS THE PLACE
PADUCAH CENTRAL
INCoRPORATED
3o6 B'way. Day and Night
Free Catalogue School
20 nnROUND TRIP FromWU LOUISVILLE To
Tampr, Punta Gorda, St.
Petersburgh, Orlando
AND MANY OTHER POINTS IN
FORIDA
VIA
SOUTHERN RAILWAY
AND
Queen & Crescant 'bate
November 20th.
Also Low Homeseekers Rates on
November 6th and 20th to points in
Tennessee, North Carolina, South
Carolina, Mississippi, Alabama,
Oeorgeia, Florida, Texas, Nebraska
and Colorado.
Tickets first class allowing liberal
stop-overs in each direction and good
returning within thirty days.
For illustrated literature and com-
plete information call on or address,
A. R. COOK, City Passenger and
Ticket Agent, 234 Fburth Street,
Louisville, Ky.
C. H. Hungerford, District Passen-
ger Agent, 234 Fourth street.
Louisville, KY.
J. G. BEAM, Jr., Assistant General
P15.1e77.-; Zt /.....rTIr
IMPLOSIVES BURNED TO AS-
OERTAIN DA.NGEB..
Oartelidges Explodo with Insufficient
Worm to Do Mich Damage—
Inter eau ng Expert-
La tuteresteas eeperiment was made
a few days ethos et the convention of
firemen at Duluth. says the Boston
for the pt. pose of having de-
termined the alai .tt of danger there
was to firemen in entering a burning
bending known to contain ammual-
elen- In • great m.. ay hardware stores
IL is know, that an. aunition La carried
in stock, and in g .n stores ammual-
eon, of coLree, la a regular part of the
stock La trade. It has been thought
that this class of jalerial was at •
character that wou prove seriously
dangerous in case o: Ire, became Mo-
wn would naturally be straM to *s-
tar buildings where In oonsequeses of
explosloos. their a • woeld be endaa-
gars& it has heel. nary in naOst
cities to have ord. passed reg-
ulating the amount of gunpowder that
eaa be carried in a memo:LW* stook.
and also designating ye manner in
which the powder elute be kept and
the place in the etc e in which the re-
ceptahle shall be placed. 'Thus. in
Boston. the ordina -oe Provides that
gunpowder shall be kept in a metal
rmeotadas; that the amount carried
at Nay ono Lime st all be strictly WM-
!OK and that the metal box (a which
It la rapt shall be placed near the
door of the store at • plac.e known to
the firemen, so thet in the event of
Ire It can be easily removed: But
with Used ammunition regulations of
this elad are not In force, and a great
deal as been left to the discretion of
the dealers in thesa supplies.
A current belief has existed that if
a gun store were to take tire it would
be dangerous to cuter It, and, indeed.
It might be dangerous for anyone to
ease In the near vicinity at the time
of the Are. The experiments made at
Duluth were for the purpose of deter-
mining the conditions under which
explosions of ammunition took place,
and how these (ompared with condi-
Cow' that determined the explosion of
gunpowder. Gunpowder In bulk will
explode with great force, and the ex-
ploding of one keg may tear open ad-
jacent kegs, and the flash of lire from
the first may be communicated to the
second with such rapidity that the es-_
plosion La practically eimultaneoua
The experiment made at Duluth was
Is • buildieg put up for the purpose,
in which were placed thousands of
rounds of ammenition of all kinds,
both La paper shells sad &lso metallie
rile lind pistol cartridges. Altogeth
or. Is the two testa, in o•• of which
the Cartridges were loft free, and the
other in which day wire Put in con-
tort swam, as t.i home 60,000 or more
eertztlges moat have been made the
sedelect of the , :pertinent_
ft was found as the result el pat-
ios &elm In b AildIngs specially built
to he burned d wt. that an exploding
cartridge hes sucteoW form to
tem open the : leseent *maids', and.
thsretore. cann * communicate are to
the powder cha ge of Its neighbor ia
a Ire each cartridge explodes individ
tufty, and sap. -des when its partio
War primer is heated to the dashing
point, tut the flash from one cartridge
Utanot set off the adjacent cartridge.
Orilisequently, instead of Urine gamut-
talleoos explosions, there is a eerie*
of explosions, though when there are
large quantities of ammunition burn.
lag &Nee follow In quick succession,
like musketry fire.
The danger from flying fragments of
exploding cartridges is found not to
be a serious matter. as the cartridge
shell, when unsupported by the gun
chamber, bursts at the first indication
of pressure and thus allows the gases
to escape at a relatively low pressure.
The escaping gas expends Its energy
in tearing open the shell rather than
In throwing the bullet forward, and
as there Is nothing to confine the eo
eacilng gas, it has little propulsive
force Often the heads of the cart-
ridges are torn off and thrown some
tette distance, but the bullets hardly
ever fly; that is. the heavier parts at
the cartridge remain behind and only
the lighter parts are thrown off, and
this with no great force or velocity.
In a fire firemen can keep well beyond
the range of the thrown fragments and
still be within easy working distance
ar.d as close to the Ire as the heat will
permit.
In the Duluth tests It was tonne that
fragments of cartridges were thrown
from 20 to 30 feet, but with so Psw a
velocity that those who were hit nut
fe-ed no discomfiture. The cartridges
le*rned contained more than 40(
pounds of black and smokeless pow'
dee, a sufficiht quantity, if kept in
bulk, to have made a very serious ex-
plosion; but when thus divided it Was
found that little, if any, damage wcald
be caused by it.
Sanitarium and Sanatorium.
These two terms are frequently oisee
fused: "Sanitarium" is from sanitas.
meaning healtil, and is correctly applied
to a healthful place, a resort for con-
ralescente. Sanatorium, from sonar.., to
heal, is correctly applied to institutions
designed' for the special treatmerdt of
sick persona. a.e for instance, places
where consumptives are treated--
hi yersoa's Amer can Family Magaidna
Plain Talk.
Housewife—And you left your last
pb•soe bemuse of a quarrel with pone
mistress?
Applimat—Not a quarrel, muss.'
Vow was it, thenr
"Well, mum, she was ether %sew
feria° wid ine, as' I shook* to bar as
ano lads to another.' ••••
French Peasant Who Had His Own
Idea of France's Principal
Danger.
The French peasant who, 11111c4 the
days of the revolution, has turned all
France into a kind of walied judos,
Is still closely in touch with news.
and in spite of agitators and politi-
cians, his presence in the suffrage, to
which he brings the sense and cunning
of the fields, maltes for' natioeal
health. In proof of this, says Youth's
Companion, is a lithe scene reproduced
by one of the authors of "Sketches on
the Old Road Through France to
Florence."
Between Argentan and Alencon the
writer fell to conversing with • peas-
ant who, with immense patience, was
engaged In stirring the earth with
vigor into harvests. He also professed
himself Interested in politics and eco
sorsics, and willingly talked on these
subjects
"There ta may ewe thing." the peas-
ant said, at last, that Prance has
to fear."
"You mean," sail the writer, "this
religious question—the dispute with
church and poper
"No, I dose ramie that."
"Do you think teere's any fear of
smother German war"
"I don't know. I wasn't thinking
it that"
"I suppose you are not afraid of so
"Not it all."
"Well, then, what is the ore, thing
!Prance has to tear"
"Hall," said the peasant, and west
on digging.
A SPANIARD'S INVENTION.
_
Engenious Apparatus for the Oentrel
of Distant Electric
Power.
Telekino Is the 1w-elates of Des
Bernerio Torres Guevelo. a distne
euished Spanish engineer, who has
been experimenting successfully with
re-el...tee for tee control of die
tent electric power by means of wine
less telegraphy. He 'Mewls to ap
ly his Invention to vessels and made
eel public trials web them. Tb.
transmitting station was a wireless
telegraphic apparatus. The boat ear
fled a battery of accumulators, a tno
tor for dieting the propeller, another
for the rudder, and two servo motors
for operating the mechanism of the
ether motors. The servo motors were
connected directly with the telekina,
wherewith they formed a single ap
paratus. Hertz levees were received
by the teleklno: this controls the servo
motors, which sent currents either to
control the rndder motor or the pro
eeller motor so as to geverei both the
steering and the propulsion of the
boat. Taking up Lls position at the
transmitting station, Senor Quevedo
began manipnlating _the tran,oaltter,
whereupon the boal, containing ate
rnerous press repreeentatives„ as If by
magic, slowly movee forward, gradu-
ally attaining a high speed, turning,
twitting, tacking, advancing, or iv
ceding just as if It were being guided
by an expert steersman. The boat es-,
vetoed all manner of maneuvers with.
ant a hitch under the sole reedance ol
the Inventor on shore.
VETERAN POSTMASTERS.
rye Who Have Served Thule Sam
In That Capacity for Very
Long Periods.
Another of the many instances
where faithful service has proved a
barrier against interferenee for polite
cal reasons with the service of a
Massachusetts postmaster is that of
John S Fay, of Marlboro who has
been in charge of that office since
April 26, 1146, when he was appointed
by President Johnson at a salary of
$1,100. He had been successively re-
appointed, twice by Grant, Once by
Hayes, Arthur, Harrison and McKin-
ley, and came under Mr. Cleveland's
special care in each of his two terms.
Mr. Fay has over two years yet to
nerve under the reappointment given
by President Roosevelt February tg,
1903, when the salary was advanced te
$2,500 per year.
Who T. Winchester is believed 7o
hold the long-service record as post-
master. Ile is still performing his du-
ties in charge of the office at South
Amenia. Duchess county, New York
under the commission first given hire
July 10, 1849. The record was held fat
many years' by Roswell Beardsley at
the North Lansing (N. Y.) office. He
was appointed June 28, 1/(28, and
served until his death, November
1901, at the age of 93.
Liquor. and Insurance.
At the annual meeting of the Ab
stainers' and General Insurance cone
pany held in Birmingham recently tie
chairman announced that the mortal!.
ty rate, favorable to the oempany, os
the lives insured had again been main.
tamed and that In the 21 years of the
company's eatistenee the mortality had
not yet exceeded 50 per cent of what
might have been expeeted from the
ordinary standard table of the 'sate
tubs of Actuaries, whittle represented
an enormous saving of interest on oar.
ttal that otherwise would have bees
paid In daises. Be attributed the sat.
Istactory mottailty record largely to
the members abstaining from the use
of alcoholic ligoor.
STRANGE FACTS
• •
+Abram L. Weil de Co
+
For t fingernail to reach its full
length, an average of seven-twelfths
of an inch, from 121 to 138 days of
growth are necessary.
A Parisian woman has established
:In agency for the supply of brides-
re ids to prospective brides who are
:n need of such attendants. As the
same girls in the same dresses take
ia't in many different bridals, a fee
of a sovereign for each girl is con-
sidered sufficient
Owing to the danger of plague in-
faction being spread by rats, the lo-
cal authorities in most parts of Ja-
pan have for some time past been
in the habit of paying three cents
for every dead rat brought in. Enor-
nious sums have thus been paid out,
the town council of Osaka buying
oc.3.886 rats in seventeen months.
A min fishing or the lake at Gerad-
mer (Vosges) caught a large pike
weighing about thirty pounds. In
p-eparing it for the table the cook
found a apurse containoig nine pounds
inside, and this was afterwards iden-
tified by a person who a few days be-
fore had d-opped it into the lake.
The Jams of India, a heterodox sect
of Hindoos are considered to be the
champion fasters of the world. They
fast as part of their religion, and
among them fasts of thirty, forty and
fifty days at a time are considered
nothing out of the way, but only as
an ordinary part of their worship
One of the Labor party's members
of the new house of commons lately
received from a constituent who
thought he had a grievance to which
the goverrnment should give atten-
tion a letter of -no less than i700
closely written pages.
In London the other day a Miss
7r1lemache was married to a Mr.
titinnesley. When the clergyman
ment'oned the bride's name in the
course of the ceremony he had to call
Iyonella Fredegunda Cuthberga
Fthelswytha Ideth Ysabel Grace
Monica De Orellana Plantagenet.
The tests of the German govern-
ment have shown great variations in
the durability of typewritten docu-
ments, but with the best ribbons the
work seems as lasting as that writ-
ten by hand with the best writing
ink. While some German ribbons
roved good, those of American man-
nfacture showed a higher general ave-
rage in quality.
The highest mountain in the moon
is thought to be at least 35.000 in
height; that is 6000 feet higherr than
Mount Everest.
An official report- of tbe State of
Illinois is to the effect that the pro-
duction of mineral wealth in that
state last year aggregated a total of
Iseedlemoo. of which $39.754.000 was
coal. Clay and limestone comes next
to coal in importance
Electricity in Siberia.
Almost all the towns In Marla are
having sec lights for street use and
Incandescent lights for houses, and
the larger proportion of the people in
iberta have never seen gas, which
'hey as a: illure'rt^t of a mei
Chivalrous Red Man.
Near the end of a brilliant match
between our oldest university and the
Carlisle Indians, one of the Indian
backs suddenly got away with the
hall and was off down the field with
nothing between him and the goal
posts but one man. If the runner
succeeded in getting by him, it meant
everlasting athletic glory for himself
and perhaps a victory for his small
college over this mighty institution of
learning, containing the flower of the
civilization which had swept his
forefathers away from the lands they
once possessed. The crowd in the
stands had arisen, gasping in their
excitement, as crowds always do at
uch moments. But just as he had al-
most gained the coveted line, that one
man, a famous sprinter, brought the
runner down with a beautiful tackle.
The stands rocked with relief, and
the usual "eil:ng up" of other players
the usual "piling up" of other players
took place. As the two lay there to-
gether, the fair-haired representative
of New England, while still claasping
the dark-skinned descendant- of Amer-
ican savagery, felt something fum-
bling, and presently became aware
that his right hand was being shaken
''Good tackle," muttered the Indian -
From "Th; Day of the Game." by
Jesse Lynch Williams, in The Out-
ing Magazine.
Static, Galvanic, Fa-
radic, Electricity and
Vibratory Massage for
Female and Nervous
Diseases. Dr. J. W.
Pendley, 311 B'w'y
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident,LLifetiLiability, "'team Boiler-
Campbell Block.
Office phone 3(14). dak Kesidencr Phone 7243
'Dar ain't goin' to 4e no whippin'
Pos'," said Mrs. Thisbe Brown.
"No," answered Mrs. Sophonia
Jackson, "an' I mus' say I's glad of it.
Dis idea of havin"em walk into yoh
house an'-boss yo' own husban' aroun'
looks to much like gov'ment owner-
ship to sitrit me."
Dr .Geo. Masgana
VETERINARY SURGEON AND DENTIST.
Graduate from Alfortvills Veterinary school (Paris, Francs) also
Onteriii Veterinary school and Detroit Dental college. Charter airesber of
the Ohio Veterinary Medical Associadon. WW treat scientifically with the
latest improved instruments and up to date treatment all diseases of
domesticated animal&
ALL CALLS PROMPTLY ATTENDED NIGHT AND DAY.
Offices Thompson Transfer Co., Both 'phones 357.
"This is a had year for bosses, Wea-
ry." ,
"Yep. There ain't been a time,
Limpy, when the name of boss was
more unpopular."
"Dat's right. Why, only today I
.was out ti-yin' to steal a can o' milk
from a farmer's cow, an' when I said,
'So, Bose: the up an' kicked me
tecnty feet.'
The Fever
Season •
Has few terrors for the resident , nue borne is equipped with
Modern Sanitary
Plumbing
Oa mainsail an Fhienleing and Steam or Hot Water Heating from
Ed D.Hannan
THE PROMPT PLUMBER.
ps Kentucky Avenue. iss South I ourth Street. Both Phones see
66saviin
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Money
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It's a Habit That Grows, an# the More It Grows
The Easier it- Gets
Mill the Time That 4 per Cent. Keeps Piling Up
ellr• 0.411.0••••
Sart Today to Save a Little
$1 Will Sart You 
Mechanic's and Far mers
Savings Bank.
227 Broadwa
NNW
Guy Narice & Son
UNDERTAXERS AND EMBALMERS
White Ambulance tor1sick and injured only
Office and residence 21.41 South 3rd Street
Phenac• New 334. O1699" Open Day and Nigkt
4-Me+
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P OM BING...
Stea and Hot Water Heating.
P ne 133. 220 N. Third
a
P ucah Transfer Company
(lnser porated.)
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Handsome Silverware
TO ADORN YOUR TABLE. NEW PATTERNS AND DESIGNS
ilf SERVING SPOONS, FORKS, POONS, FISH KNIVES, DISH-
ES, ETC.
WEDDING GIFTS
OF SILVER ARE ALWAYS SURE TO Prialarli. IFM
MAKE NO MISIAKE IF YOU PURCHASE SOME OF OUR
NEW AND BEAUTIFUL SILVERWARE.
OUR GOODS ARE NEW—UP TO DATE—SOMETHING
TUAT WILL PLEASE—BEFORE YOU BUY CALL AND GET
PRICES AND COMPAIR GOODS VALUES.
J. L. WANNIEt mwEtirntiAN
Caron Directory Company
01 Louisville, Kentucky
Branch Office in Paducah'. a The
REGISTER OFFICE
Oat the Cooesolescs el ace patrons and the citizens of Paducah, we
betrepliotied cogket of die direeterlee of the cities named below in the open'.
11114 BlOgilmise office at ss3 Broadway, whets the public is invited to cal
wawa daeleing the address of any resident of the cities named.
•
4 TIE SIXTY CITIES CONTAIN
OVER 13,000,000 INHABITANTS
ONE-SIXTH OF THE POPULATION OF THE UNITED
STATES.
List of Directories on File
ALLOGNIENY (NTT, PA.
ATtANTA. OA.
NALTTMORE. ND
ISOITTON. MASS
litIDONFORT, CONN.
MONK. N. Y.
VINNIKLYN, N. Y.
111011VALO, N. Y.
TYAN000A,
CINWATI. 0.
CA00, ILL
.0.
o.
RADO CITY, COLO.
RADO SPRINGS. COLO
TON, KT.
TTON. 0.
11PIVER. COLCN
=IT. MICH.
OF COLUMBIA
IMILLITIT. MINN.
=
D, CONN.
ALPottik Two.
4=IONVILLE.CITY, KA&
Wr LE, TENN.AVNIGLILLE11. CAL.
1301712VTLLE, KY.
ISARNIA'TTAN. N. Y.
MANCHESTER, VA.
COPTES OP PADUCAH
MANITOU, COLO.
MEMPHIS. TEN N.
MILWAUKEE, WIS.
MINNEAPOLIS. MINN.
NASHVILLE, TINTS.
NAUGATUCK, CONTI.
NEWARK. N. J.
NEW ALBANY, IND.
NEW HAVEN. CONN.
NEW ORLEANS, LA.
NEWPORT. KY.
NEW YORK CITY.
NORWICH. COHN.
PADUCAH. KY.
PHILADELPHIA. PA.
RICHMOND. IND.
RICHMOND. VA..
SALT LAZE CITY, UTAH.
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
ST. PAUL. MINN.
ST. LOUIS, MO.
SOUTHPORT. CONN.
SPRINGFIELD,
STRATFORD. X.
SUPERIOR CITY, wont
TOLEDO. 0.
UTICA. N. T.
WATERBURY. CONN.
YONKERS. N. Y.
DIRECTORY FOR 1986-47
SALE:
PRICE $4.00
ON
.:44 CARON DIR.ECTORY COMPANY
Register Office, 523 Broadway
•
Excursio
St. Louis and Tennessee Ri
it eompany--the cheapest
excursion out of Paducah.
Peek-
ea nil ler II Resod Trip ii
4111Uu Tennessee river & Mar
4.
_
•
It is a trip of pleasure, consior
and rest; good service, good tabl
good roams, etc. Opals leave ea.*
Wednesday and Saturelay at 5 p. et
Pe. *Ober information Apply to Jai
IMOrer. superintendent; Frank L
Br Iva, agent.
011=1' 
4 Or. Childress. Rooms s and 6 R gister Badding
EYE, EAR, NOSE AND 523 1-2 Broadway, Pa nada, Ey.
New 'Pion 491
s THROAT.
011so and Residence, Room; 3 =A . 
14 SPECIALTIES:
Abstracting of Wes,Columbia Building
Plo0ntio4J—E•11. 1 Beal Estate Lew.
A. S. DABNEY
—DENTIST—
Theebart Unfitting.
TEL. 10
, O. D. Schmidt.
)Architect and Superintendent
1 401 Fraternity Building.
6Id Phone 498 Red; New Phone
PitXTUCAH. KENTUCKY.
PABST BLUE RIIION
BOTTLE BED
Said at
Gray's uffet,
Palmer -louse Bar.
L. A. La maresno.
E. H. P YEAR
Atturnoy t-Law
Insurance, Corpor ition and
ARTIFICIAL LIMBS. PEPO TERI
SOILS INTRILIIIITING 11.11021111
Or THE VALDE.
taker of These Valuable Adjtmcla
to Locomotion Gives Some Par-
ticulars as to Their Man-
ufacture.
"Oh, yes, indeed, they come pretty
high," said the artificial leg maker. "It
is a beauty, though, isn't it. I ventare to
say there isn't another one in Philadel-
phia like it, on or off, and it's as light
as a feather, too."
With these' -
-irds, says the Shoe Re-
tailer, the crieteor of artificial limbs
flourished a leg In the air. He was fat
and smiling, and he spoke with an indis-
tinguishable foreign accent: and every
cnce in awhile his face beamed with en-
thusiasm.
' -They all come to Philadelphia for
them, too," be continued. "We've cus-
tomers from all over Europe, Asia and
Africa. There are lots of leg makers
in the city—at least they call themselves
such, but some of them are not leg mak-
ers at all; they're harness makers."
The august Philadelphia leg maker,
purveyer to kings, queens and govern.
meat officials, took a little time to show
the specimen.s around the room. They
were fa' tad thin, long and short, grace-
ful and otherwise. Some of them were
huddled in corners, accumulating the
dust of ages; others hung aloft on racks,
ao light and airy that they were wafted
to and fro In the breeze.
"You see." continued the leg maker,
"we know how to do things now. We've
got the secret all right. First they chopdown the willow tree; then we cut out
the legs. It takes a beep of !exiles
leather to put the tendons in the right
place. See that spring in the ankles?
That's made by the leather tendons.
If you saw one on • man you could
lot tell the difference. Then the
*bole thing Is covered over with fine
pink enamel. Looks natural enough,don't it?" At this juncture a rap came
at the door, and a big man, six feet
four, weighing nearly 300 pounds, en-
tered. He looked smilingly complain
eat as he lighted a cigarette and shook
hands with the leg maker.
"Can you rush an order for me.
double quick?" he asked. "I've corns
through a tough fight," he went on.
"You know I always travel with •
hutch of legs and coming up this way
from New Orleans the Pullman ear
was burned and all .if my lege
were lost. I only nv i ti...' one I had
on, and now you've got to get to work
to make another set for me double
quick." With an air of languor and
ease the big man stood to have himself
measured
"110o you know who he tar close
Honed he of the leg trade, after the
ponderous man had gone. "Well, be
is the son of one of the rich,at weasel
In the rotted States. He lost his leg
through disease, and be always rooms*
to Philadelphia to have his sets made.
Plain, ordinary boxy do for most pao-
ple to cart their legs around is, but
he's got In* leather eases with his
came ere-raved upon them.
"Do many of them ge In on such a
wholeeele plan" was queried of the
;eg
"Heao, of them," he replied. Lacon
ically. "Some of them can do any-
thing with 'em. There's one young
man In this city who belongs to a
glee club and they tell me he's the beet
clamor of Irish jigs in the town. He
was a good dancer before he lout his
leg, and he's all right yet. No; we
have no lady attendants. We ought
to have, though. What's the reasont
Oh. because there is not one woman
In Philadelphia that I can flud who
knows the trade. Pity, too, because
there's money in it A good leg maker
ought to make at least $25 per week.
"There are six or seven men in pub-
lic life, well known, who wear ar.le
fleial limbs. None but their Intimate
friends and families know it, however.
One young lady in Philadelphia who
led a number of dances last winter
has an artificial leg. It Is easy to
wiser, with one after you learn how to
use them.
"Oh, yes, artificial leg making is the
thing for me," concluded the leg mak-
er. "I started out as a fine earpen.er,
doing up banks and public buildings,
and one day I went into a place in Nitev
York to order an artificial limb for a
friend in distress. The maker was a
doctor, strange to say. He sized res
up and I sized him up, and in a short
time I was under contract 7work
for him. They can't steal our ateets.
either, 'or It's as hard to make an ar-
tificial ls:nb without years of learning
as it would be for some tinhorn maker
to produce a Stradivarius."
The rmir's Capital.
It is reported that the emir of Af-
ghanistan contemplates the removal of
his capital to a more northern site.
Owing to the energetic way in which
the present emir and his irnereetest•
predeteseor have been mauufacturng
rune and machinery the country
around Kabul nas been denuded to such
an extent that fuel is now unobtain-
able. So great are the straits to which
the emir is reduced by the want of
wood that It is imperative that a new
site should be obtained, and this will
probably be found in the wooded slopes
if the mountains farther aorth.
Some Other Rascal.
'Well, Jones, die you get the ale
pointment?"
"No, sir; they spectated some otitis
meal la my plaaa."—Tit-Bita.
A Definition.
nibcPerlescc my see, is the eel." Advertie in the Register and Get subscribe For The'Pa what is experience?"pound extract of the remit of MAW./
le."—Tetra Woke, _
-*SLEUTH'S
NEWSPAPER MEN MAKE THE
BEST OF DETECT-
IVES.
Trained Men of the Press Have the
Faculties That Makes Good
Criminal Catchers.
It was a newspaperman who traced
Paul Stensland to Tangier, and there
discovered him for the authorirties
of the state of Illinois, says the Lou-
isv;lle Courier-Journal. And so this
case takes its place in the long Se-
ries 
,
tn.a of dtectives stories from life, in
‘vhseli the hero was a newspaper-
in 
There was a time when newspapers
were content to be merely the chron-
iclers of news, not makers. Many are
there st.11 which adhere to the idea
that when a newspaper has narrated
'the doings of the world its mission
is fulfilled, and that it is without the
province of the profession to pur-
sue bank robbers and murderers, re-
lease convicts and help lovers. But
frequently journalism nowadays suc-
ceeds in exploits that startle by their
!daring, novelty and ingenuity, and
;surprise by their distance from pure
and unadulterated newspaper work.
Should there be a murder mystery,
this school of "journalism" proceeds
tc solve it instead of waiting for the
police authorirties to do so in the
'curse of their regular duties. If there
be a bank robbery, reporters are set
!upon the trail of the criminal, and
'the police agencies are allowed to
Ile ok on or hustle for themselves.
lSome of the most difficult problems
in police history, mysteries that have
been deemed by the police themselves
as impenetrable, hay ben solved by
sharp, smart newspapermen, just as
the mystery of Stensland's where-
abouts was penetrated. In fact, some
of the most brilliant detective work
cn record has been done by newspa
permen. Some of them nave cleared
up puzzles in a way that would have
delighted Poe; some ha( e worked
them out with a skill that would have
reflected credit upon the fictitious
mysteries concocted for' his benefit
try the same brain that created him
The majority of newspapermen are
qu'ck-witted, resourceful, smart, logi-
cal. zealous fellows, who know hu-
man nature like a book and are well
educated. The sd take an interest in
their task; they have to hurry to per-
form it, because the paper "goes to
press" in a few hours; they find joy
in a triumph over obstacles; they have
rise imagination to perceive the poi'.
o'hilities of clews and the secrets of
trotives. In a match with the aver-
age public detectives they can make
the latter look like members of the
kindergarten. To begin with, they
we their posit:on to their own tal-
ents, the very talents which are so
needful in delving into police mys-
tet.es, while the public police and
detectives usually owe their: to polit-
ical influence, wire-pulling and elec-
tion eervices, without regard fbr apt-
itude. They itedow precedent 'and
eervention to the wind; the ordinary
ovtective is lost if the crime is extra-
ordinary They hasten: the public
officer takes his time. They take the
view that every mystery has its solo-
tiers; the police affect the view that
it hasen't, and that, besides, it isn't
a mystery, for instead of being a
trerder it's a suicide. The suicide ic
the easier theory.
That all this is true may he gath-
(red from the country's police rec-
ords, which show that numerous mys-
teries which completely baffled the
various police departments were clete•-
ed up by newspapermen.
Anyhow. it was a newspaper mpn
who found Stensland. The illino1s
authorities might have (mind him If
the reporter had not—bitt. it happens
that they didn't.
Air baths for Rheu-
matism, Gout Nicotine,
Alcohol Poison and
Blood Diseases. Dr.
J. W. Pendley, 311
Broadway
WHY NOT OWN YOUR HOME
Quit paying rent. Let us bend the house; you pay for it as you
pay rent. Vacant lees in aft parts of the city. Nice lots on the
proposed car extimaioe on Broad to union depot and an Allen
streets from $50 to 035o sea. Buy now on installment plan
while cheap. Trio is the highest ground in the city. Prope:ty is
anvanang
M'CRACKEN REAL ESTATE & MORTGAGE CO.
INCORPORATED.
L lk. d D. Sanders, Pres. and Mgr. Phone 765.
ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD TIME TABLE
ORRECTED MAY 30, iqo6.
SOUTH BOUND 
• 
No. tot
1.e:Ive Cincinnati 
 8:20 a-m.
LeAve Lo LIMY die 
 12:ol p.m.
Leave Owensboro 
Lave Horse kirans.h 
 2 28 p.m.
Leave Central City 
 3:30 Poo.
Leave Nortonville 
 4:08 p.m.
Leave Evansville 
 12:503 polio
e.eave' Nashville 
Leave Hopicinseille 
Leave Pr .se....ou 
 4:53 pm-
Arrive Paducah .. 
 6:ro p.m.
Leave Paducah 35 6 p.m.
Arrive Felton 
.1.  7:20 p.m.
Arrive Gliba, Teat. .•.•. 806 p.m.
Arrive Rives 
 
.1i• • • • 8;i3 p.m.
A relive Jaalmen 
dative Memphis 
-zuo p.m.
Aarrre New Orleans 
 10:35 a.in
NORTH BOUND No. t 02
Leave New Orleans 
 7:io p.m.
Leave Memphis 
 0:45 a.m
Leave Jackson, Tem. 
 a.m
Leave Rives 
Leave Fulton 
 10:15 a.m.
Arrive Paducah 
 it:ao a.m.
Leave Padosah 
 ii '.a a.m.
Arrive Princeton 
 13:39 pm.
Arrve HopleinsvAle 
 6:rs p.m
Arrive Nashville 
 925 p.m.
Arrive t. vansrille 
 345 Dm
Arrive Nortonville 
 t :38 p.m.
Arrive Central City 
 
2:o5 p.m.
Arrive Horse Branch 
 3:06 p.m.
Arrive Owensboro 
 '455 P.m
Arrive Louisville 
 5:35 p.m.
Arrive Cincinnati 
 935 P.m
No. 103
6:eo p.m.
940 
p.m.6:3o .m.
ta:o8 a.m.
T 
am.1 :qo eon,.
4:40 P.m.
7:00 p.m.
945 P.10-
2:27
3 4o a.m.
345 a.m.
4:50 a-11'-
351 SAM
ess a.m,
7:15 are.
Soo a.m.
Sis p.m.
No. 104
9:15 am.
8:5o p.m.
10:10 p.m.
:58 p.m.
17-.35 am.
43 am.
148 a.m.
303 a.1/L
5:20
8:to a.m.
945 sin.
3:51 a.m.
4'P a.m.
5 :18 a.m.
8:oo a.m.
7:50
1100 noon
•
7:30 11.01.
9:00 a 
-a..11.05 a.m._
13:30
1:38 p.m.
8:30 1.01.
8:o5 a.co.
11:20 MIL
2:35 9.1s.
425 P-111.
4,03 pea.
gee
No. tea
 p-
6no a.m.
740 cam
7:50 a.m.
0'29 a re
1•:35 a.m
11:p a.=
13:15 p.m
4:55 Pm
4'55 0.12L-
ST. LOUIS DIVISION
NORTH BOUND No. 306 No. 3y4
Lease Paducah 
 
taw 4:2o
Aerive Carbondale 
 4:25 Pm 8:40
Active Chicago 
 
6:30 a.m. 6:30 a.m.
Arrive St. Louis 
 
8:30 p.m. 7:20 a.m.
SOUTH BOUND
Leave St. Louis 
Leave Chicago 
Leave Cabondale 
Arrive Paducah 
No. 3os No. 375
7:43 am- 9:40 PAIL
2:30 a.m. 6:30 p.m.
11 .40 am. 705 &M.
3:35 p.m 11:00 am.
•
•
CAIRO-NASHVILLE LEE,
NORT BOUND 101-801 135-835
Leave Nashville 
 
8:to MIL  
Leave Hopkinaville 
 
11:20 &M. 6:4o a.m.  
 .
Leave Princeton 
 
2:35 p.m. 7:45 cm. 
Arrive Paducah 
 4:15 p.m. cras &M. 
Leave Paducah 
 
6:t5 p.m. 9:50 a.ca
Arrive Cairo 
 733 p.m. t i :to a.m. 
 ..
irer've St. Louis 
 
7:2e a.m. 4:30 DM. .
Arrive Chicago 
 
6:3o a.m. 9:50 pm. 
SOUTH BOUND 122-822 I36-836
Leave Chicago 
 
6:ao p.m. 9:40 a.m.
Leave StLemia 
 94s p.m- i:so p.m
Leave Cairo 
 
firoo a.m. 5'55 P.m
Arrive Paducah 
 745 2-121. 7:40 P.m
Leave Paducah 
 
7:50 1.111. 3:to pin. .. .
Arrive Princeton 
 
wee a.m. 445 Dm.
Arrive Hopkinsville 
 6:to p.m.
Arrive Nashville 
 9'25 p.m.
• . • .....
 
 ...
Trains marked (*) ran daily except Sunday. All other trains rue
daily. Trains 103 and 14 cady through sleepers between Cincinnat
Memphis Ind New Cleans; trains ter and roc sleepers between Louis-
ville, Memphis and New Orleans. Trains 8ot and 822 sleepers betweee
Paducah and St. Louis. Train convects at East Cairo with Chicago
sleeper. For further informatics, address,
J. T. DONOVAN, agent, Clip Ticket Office, Paducah, Ky.
R. M. PRATHER, Ticket Agent, Union Depot, Paducah, Ky.
F. W. HARLOW, D. P. A., to risville, Ky.
JOHN A. SCOTT, A. G. P A., Memphis, Tenn.
S. G. HATCH, G. P. A_, Chicago. IL
W. H. BRILL D. P. A- St. Leek. Mg
EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE
REAL ESTATE AGENCY
PADUCAH RL EA EsTA'r•_4. WESTERN KENTUCKY FARM MS,
MIDFITHLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. w lyarm
KIEVTUGICY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE ;.T
FREE TO EvErnmoDY. SEND FOR T.
r.DG* Q W. WIWITTF.M011. L'et.dues.IA.
Good Old Time In Oregon.
(Nrlington Record.)
Return to the "good old tiries.-
%kook{ you? Then rise On a cold morn-
ing and wash at the pump, pull on a
pair of rawhide boots that rival a tin
can in stiffness, pull on a woolen•shirt
over 'your back and sit down to a
bare meal with your three-leggel
stool (lancing around on a slipshod
floor, at corn pone and bacon for a
steady died and labor fourteen hours
t:tit of twenty-four. Ga without a
di ily parr. a fly scrccu, a mosquito
bar, a sprinF mattress, a kerosene
lamp, gee-haw your -oxen to market
and sit on the floor of an ox cart. 19
ou wend your way to church or a
frolic. Parch corn and peas for cof-
fee and use sassafras foOtea and see
how you like it.
Results.
1 Register
•
•
**Aeon..
LANGSTAFF-ORM ANUFACTURING OMPANY
ated
•
(
-
14,
.4, t
Flooring, Ceiling, L
Siding
Finish
Lath
Ycllow
Pirie
U Gum M Ash B Maple E Oak R.
Poplar Beech Walnut Elm
GUM, BEECH 4NI) OAK FLOOHNG, END MATCHED BORED, KILN DRIED, HOLLOW BACKED AND POLISHED. TWIN BRAND-- OUR OWN MAKE
Doh Phones 26_
ADAD
cigar
"SEVEN ARE WE"
FOR. 25c -
THERE'S NOT A SPOOK
NW OLD PADUKE
THAT WOULDN'T DO THEM
HONOR;
IIINE HUNDRED THOUSAND OF
"THESE YOU'LL FIND
AT
PA'PHERSON'S CORNER.
RIVER. NEWS
Cairo 1.3.5, falling.
Onttaaooga. 3* falling.
Cincinnati, 11.4. falling..
Evansville, 7.5. standing.
Florence 2.0, falling.
Tohnsonvilka 4 T. falling.
Louisville, 4 7, standing.
alt. Carmel. i co standing.
Naehville, So, standing.
Pittsburg, 6.2, falling.
Davis Island Dam, 4.5 falling.
St. Louis, 8.o, rising.
Mt. Vernon, s8' falling.
Paducah, 6.3, falling.
Buroside 0.5, falling.
Clarthage. tot falling.
Captain Wesky Hall of Cairo is
its the kity the guest of Commodroe
riven Fowler.
I By the biet of the week the repairs
1 will have been completed on the
learner Shiloh, then the craft returns
• in the upper Ten/lessee river to re-
me her run.
The 'Unit* States boat Golden
Rod returned last night from Cairo
--ol goes to the Tennessee river today.
The .I•m Duffy yesterday pulled six
barges of ties off the ground at the
/wad of °wade Island, out in the
veer She wrInsfed them the day
before.
The Joe Fowler comes in today
iom Evansville and starts out ira•
mediately on her return that way.
The John S. Hopkins went yester-
dlay to Evansville and conies back
here tomorrow. •
The Georgia Lee gets here tomor-
row on her way down from Cincin-
nati to Memphis.
Tb City of Saltillo passes out a
• the Tennessee river tomorrlw bound
oo her return to St. Louis.
River men are elated that the see-
Jetary of commerce and labor has de-
cided that lifeboats are not necessary
in towing boats This has been a
n.atter of contention for some time,
— 
ao.d river men have toed a victory.
Superintendent A. 
I 
. Powell of the
Barrett lint has re-signed, and TS SUC-
4 ceded by Captain Barrett. Captain
oavvell and others. of Mlemphis have
Sought the steamer Louisiana to op-
r rate
Out-of-Town
Medicines. . .
Very often an article is not
lcnownin this market which
may be desired by some one
who has used it elsewhere.
We Cat Get It
Even from foreign countr;es
if neccessary, in the least
possible time. It ip our chief
desire to serve our customers
well—better then our com-
petitors do if possible.
NIGHT BILL AT SIDI
DOOR.
Fre, prompt delivery all
over town front 7 IL 111. to
p.m.to 
R. W. WLKERCO.,
DR-COOT:Mt
• Fifth and 'roadway.
Both Phones 175-
gash, Doors
Blinds,
Interior
Finish
WePrePtlakinriVery Low Prises on House Bills. 438 South Sewed
EXCELLENT CONDITION OF THE I, able soktIseerft:fa man catisftilSeic.iisa*: 'WANTS TO WEDJo.. Rev. J. W. Blackard to be and
BROADWAY METHODIST CHURCH ',11,...,whoulAnIved aZactovteseinuta:11 YOUNG GIRL
PRESIDING El BLACKARD HELD THE FINAL QUAR•
TERLY CON.FERENCE, WHICH SHOWED A FLOURISHING
CONDITION RARELY EQUALLED BY ANY OTHER CON-
GREGATION IN THIS 4ECTION— NEW BOARD OF STEW-
ARDS WERE CH )SEN TO SERVE DURING COMING YEAR—
RECEPTION THIS AFTERNOON TO REV. NEWELL , AND
FAMILY, WHO TAKE FINAL DEPARTURE ABOUT THE
20TH INSTANT.
• Final quarterly conierence for this
conference year was held last eveninz
for the Broadway Methodist churcii
by Preaching Elder Blackard. and
durin,, the session the- reports showei
the k::-urch to he in a most excellent
cont. :aunt The statements preparod
are for submission to the general con-
ference of the Memphis district, which
will be convened next Wednesday at
Ripley, Tenn., and remain in session
for six days.
Next Sunday Rev. T. J. NeWell
closes his four years' pastorate for the
Broadway allure:1 here, and the re-
ports of last night showed that Oar-
ing that period the congregation has
collected and expended for all pur-
poses, $33.t49 Of which sum $,291)
went for home and foreign nrissions.
$560 for support of aged pastors and
the widows and orphans of decease
divines. The sum of $13,520 hat been
applied to the church building debt
and for the new organ installed dur-
ing the pastor's tenure
When Dr. Newell came here he
-found the church buikling debt
amounted to something over Sto,000
and now he has reduced it to 'abort
$03000, against which outstanding in-
debtednetss the church officers hold
note, against ir Avidtsals for collection
to the arnoifitt of several thounad
The report for the past year shows
the Sunday school has yoo inembere
40 of which rumber are officers and
teachers. who have coaortbuted $355.00 Paducah, Ky. Nov. 8, too6
to the church treaeury in the past j Whereas. The present conference
twelve month a There are two gp- '
_, year will soon close, and the term of
worth leagues of combineded morn
bersbin 70 aidiatre ,while she who our presnt pastor will end 
therewith.
church membership now numbers 77f. 4 an,,,s_el—
iP an increase during the con- "nen"' 
Under the la" and
usages of our church, a new pastor
faience year of 241, but -a net gain of 
only about 60 as many have moved must take up the labor of dices 
charge.
away, and others died. Lest year's, and—Whereas: Broadway M E. Ch.trch
report showed 'the Trimble street South of Paducah, pays to its pactor
Methodist church had 304 member),
the Third street church 242 members, 
a good salapo is a consrregation cam-
and the Paducah Missions, 148 mem_ 
Posed of a large membership: is, hi
fact, the most important Kentucky
hers. All have made increases in
twelve which m that the
charge with the jurisdiction of the
months. ow Nfemphis Conference, therefore.
combined number of Methodists now needs and shootid have, as pastor a•
in dds city is about 1,700.
Last night there NVag elected the str°118 viR"roto 
preacher of known
new boirfl of stewards who take 
ability: Therefore, be it—
Resolved: By the board of stewards
of the litroadwtry M. E. Church, South
of Paducaoh. Ky.. that in the transfer
of our beloved pastor, Rev. Thoa J:
Newell to another charge, that our
church parts with the services, re-
gretfully, of a good and useful man
who has served us most efficiently
and a Godly man whose conduct hai
been above reproach, and one who is
a brave and fearless, speaker, soend
in his teachings. and whn leaves lh?.
church an example of the highest
Christian character. We cfringratulate
charge- after the present conferenaa
year which comes to a close next
week. The new body naniefl i. a;
follows -
Honnrary Stewards--Dr',. J. D.
Smith, J. W. McKnight. Thorn-is J
Aahley L. Robertson and I.
V. Powell.
Active Stewards—G. C. Crumbaugh
J. M Byrd, B. H. Scott, J. L Webb,
Charles R. Hall. W. A. Marti!,
Suomi H. VV6rretead, Lem B. Ogilvie
Samuel T. Hubbard. Henry W. Kit-
t.....William L. Young Harry
immeasurably popular. He will leave
next Tuesday for Ripley to atteed
the conference, during which gather-
ing it is thought he will be transferred
to the Texas conference, as a larae
congregation in the Lone Star state
wants his able services. lie has al-
ready packed most of his household
effects, .and will returti to this city
about the aoth instant. He believes
he and family will be able to take
their final departure about the 20th
and when they go they will take with
them the warm feeling of the corn-
et:mina la: their future happiness and
welfare.
The other members of the Broad-
way church coigregaion that are
officially connected with the Memphis
conference are Mr. B. H. Scott mem-
ber of the board of 'church extension;
Mr. Samuel Hubbard, member of the
conference board, and Dr. W. R.
Mayes, -treasurer of the mission board.
This afternoon from. 3 until S:30
o'clock the ladies of the different sO-
clefeS of this congregation will give
a general reception ate social at tie
chinch boilefing in honor of key.
Neeed and family, and many will be
there for their final social interz.tose
with the beloved pastor and his fam-
ily. It will be quite a large affair and
many irtevesting features will prevail.
Last evening the col/towing resolu-
tions iivefre presented by John L
Webb and Samuel H. Winstead, and
unaninwitisly &desisted by those pres-
ent at the quarterly conference;
his new charg-e in adivatice, on aecur-
W. Gies:tees, J. William Hubbaed, M.
n 0. so good a man as we know
R Ifayos Edward H. Bringhurst, E.
G. Stamper. F. W. McGlathery, Harror
larodler Newell. to be, and we do
C. Rhodes. Vernon Blythe. 
Hughes hereby express to Brother Newell and
McKnight, L. L. Jones and John W.
Little.
When the new board meets the
officers will be chosen. The old
officers are B. H. Scott. chairman;
Lem B. Ogilvie_ treasurer, and
Samuel T. Hubbard, secretary.
Last night Mr. John D. Smith, Jr.,
was again reelected superintendent
of the Sunday school, which position
he has held with great credit far a
number of years. as shown by the
flourishing school maintained under
his supervision.
Rev. Newell preaches his final ser-
mon next Sunday at the church, which
will be packed by meny outside his
congregation to hear his parting
wands. He has been one of the most
vigorous, forceftd and influential di-
vines ever stationed in Paducah, as
evidenced by his progressive strides in
every respect. He has been one of
the foremost rowers in every sphere
to weed out all manner of evil and
push the city forward, and the general
conference- will have ‘a hard task in
sending here a successor who will
continue the glorina work he started
and kept moving so rapidly duriot
his entire ?stay in Paducah. His loss
will he keenly felt in every quarter
as his work pervoriality has proven
aril; hack tt his pie int charao.
MILITARY SPIRIT
HUGH TA•NDY WILL NOT HAVE
RUNNING RAMPANT A CHANCE UNTIL NEXT
110'VEMBER.
THE YOUNG MEN OF CANEY-
VILLE HAVE GREAT LIR- One Deed Filed and Two Marriage
LNG FOR SOLDIER Licenses Issued by County
LIFE. • Clerk Yesterday.
Ceneyville,•in Grayson county, Ky. Several days ago Judge Lig,htfoot
which is at present not very densely ordered Agnes Hollman, of Camp-
pi pasted, will, in the course of a Cell street, to the state reform school
few years, be virtually a deserted al- at Lexington, Ky, on account of the
villege, if the present exodus, which aol's mother being iambi, to con-
e( ch:efly of young men, keeps t.-01 her. The mdther asked that the
Up. In the past year fifteen of the daughter be sent to the institution.
aktuig men of Caneyville have enlist- Yesterday the girl's sweetheart Hugh
ed at the Owensboro recruiting of- Tandy, aged 11 years, appeared be-
fee; othrs have enlisted in the fcre the judge and proposed to marry
navy elsewhere, while others still tee girl if the court would release
have gone to the cities to locate, says her Judge Lightfoot had sent the
an wens oro specie to the Hentier- Lid up for three years, but on Tandy
sun journal. making this prpposal, the judge re
Sergeant Jacobs of the Owensboro duced the sentence to one year. Of-
ecruiting office says that he already firer Long took the girl away ths
''as a number of letters and appisca- morning at I:45 o'clock_ The Ade(
dications from boys at Caneyville, believrel a year's stay at the school
say that they will join the army will reform the gial and the ma:rioge
• 'nen they become of age, which will can then be more satisfactory,
be in several months or a year. The 
- --
army has for the young men of Ca-
neirville an alluring or a fascinating
side of life, and there is seldom a
toy who goes from Caneyville who
Goes not write home entertainingly
of soldier life, thus persuading some
ef his companions he left behind to
join. This has been thc case very
frequently, and most of the soldier
applicants from Caneyville and sur-
reunding territory come to the re-
cruiting office saying that they wain ft:L-0. aged 36 ,00ed of the city; E.
..-to join because they have a friend in F Seaton, aged as and Flora Crutch -
the army who likes the life Thus it c7, aged z7 f;f Woody/no this coun-
kas been. with the young 10011 Qf ty.
Caherrille. They have joined Uncle
Sam's army, leaving the girls of the
I ttle town with gloomy prospects for
husbands. .At the present time there
are very few young men in the ham-
let who are eligible to matrimony.
Most of the young fellows who are
remaining aahome are not yet of age that waterway men next Thursday
mirk.
The steamer Bottorff gets to Nash. 
sill.tonight, leaves there tomorrow,
reaches this city Sundae, and !aye
until Monday before skipping out for
Clarksville, Tenn.
0 1
GENUINE
TRADE WATER
his ex -client fmi.ly the hope for a
greater usefulaess and more of hapei-
ness in their new home. Wherever
they may go, our best aishes for ths•r
good shall go with thetn, and our
prayers for Gods' blessoigs shall at-
tend them; and be it—
'Resolved. That we feel grateful t
our conference for send'ng to to 1-
mmillammisommanwomiummiim 
County Clerk's Office.
F.. Rehkopf has sold to Earl ‘Vai
tees for Soso° property on Washing-
ton between Fifth anJ SiAth streets
The indenture W A i left yesterday for
rcoord in the toenty clerk's office
end thus cats not gain the parental
consent to go away.
The young girls 1f Caneyville are
facing a serious proposition, and with
the awful prospects of becoming old
maids it they remain in Caneyville,
many of them are thinking seriously
of taking their departure to the city.
where there is a greater number of
elogible young men to select from, and
where the chances for matrimony are,
at the worst, better than at Caney-
wile at the best.
The wise old heads of the village
are sorely vexed. They see plainly
that if the young men continually
persist in joining the army or going
t the city, that the town is doomed
to become, liEe Goldsmith's "Desert-
ed Village," a "barren waste," hence
many of the parents are offering seri-
ous objections when their sons drop
a !hint that they want to don the
clothes of a soldier. The sweethearts,
too, are taking a hand, and are put-
ting a foot down upon the soldier
idea. No sweetheart could stem the
tide of em;gratirm toward the army
of the "bonny blue flag."
Yesterday the steamer J. B. Rich-
ardson arrived from St. Louis, and
lays here for several days reeeivin
repairs. She then gee, to her home
port, Nashville, to run out of there.
The R. L. C. Football teem goes
to Mayfield November 17th to play
4, doh of that city.
Licensed To Marry.
lerk -as !aimed marriage iiz•
casts to the od'owing couple: Ben
Frazier, aged ot. .md Ifennah Raci-
The Dick Fowler gets ;way for
Cairo this morning at 8 crock and
comes back tonight
The steamer Kentucky gets out for
the Tennessee river tomorfow after-
noon at 5 o'clock. She remain, up
+ + + + + + + + + + + +
POPULAR WANTS.
4
• • • • • • • • + •
FOR RENT:—Third floor over
Walkers drug store. Good for lodge
rooms Apply D. A Yeiser.
FOR SALE—Mare, young, gest',
and sound, suitable for family tie-
s- T. Donovan, Phone oeo and 700.
FOR RENT—One apartment in
"Sans Souct" apartments. 3o8 North
cob St. Steam Heatel. W. E. Cochran
FOR SALE OR RENT—Thee
room I. house with water in kitchen,
new never been occupied, Jones St
between Eighth and Ninth street
MeCRACKEN REAL liSTATI: dc
MORTGAGE CO, INC. t:. II 34 so.
Sixth street. 'Phone 76e.
—  
I have opened a Stet class reamer-
ant at 228 Kentucky avenue, next
door to Third street, and will be
pleased to have you call. Best service
promotly rendered. LES PURL)?
Expert Accountant.
Will post, examine, systematize aid
audit books by the day, week or the
job. Terms Reasonable
JOHN D. SMITH, Jr.. 118 Fratern-
ity building.
—
11PANYIND FOR U. S. ARMY—
Able-bodied unmarried men between
ages of 21 and 33; citizens of Vetted
States, of good character an tempe-
rate habits, who can speak. read NW
write English. For inforntasiers ap-
ply to Recruiting Officer, New Itleb-
e.ond Home, Padissah, Ky.
Violet, Ultra-Violet,
and X-Ray treatment
used in Cancer and
Skin Diseases. Dr. J.
W. Penctley, 311 B'lley.
Invitations *nave been received
here announcing that Mies L4Ilisa
Streckfuss of Rock Island. IlL,and
Mr. Fowler Manning of New Odom
will rnatry November stet. Me brids
I. doe daughter of Climbs jobs Serek-
fus of the steamer J. S. that has reside
many ercurston trips out of this city
Parties desiring the best table set
vice at parties, dinoers or any social
festures call Dick Lagoa, old pine.
0350.
Postal Cards
AND
POSTAL CARD ALBUMS
SOME EXCEPTIONALLY FINE VALUES IN POSTAL.
CARD ALBUMS AT asc, soc, 7sc AND 8i.00.
A BIG ASSORTMENT OPPO8TA4. CARDS OF ALL KINDS
SAVE YOUR C
GET ONE OF OUR LITTLE SAVING
YOUR MONEY IN IT. Wit will unInc
and let you have your money.
THESE LITTLE BANKS A RE 11.10iT
CHILDREN.
kS MONEY
BANKS AND PUT
it for you at any gime
THE THING FOR
D. E. (, WILSON
AT HAR.BOURS D PAR.TMENT STORE
FOR THE. BEST COAL 'ON "IH/ MARKET
PHONE 54 
,
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